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NOTICE
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employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability of re-
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AB STRACT

.

Strategic analysis (game theory) is a f ormal method for-

modeling adversary situations that, when solved, yields an optimal
strategy that ma ximiz e s the expected pay of f to the pl ay e r .
As such, it appe: 4 to be potentially applicable in the nuclear
material accounting context in which there is potential for
an adversary attempting to divert spe cial nuclear material.

~ The NRC has previously supported research to develop preliminary
-strategic analysis models which has been considered to be only
partially successf ul. This study reviewed previous efforts
and other game theory research and assessed the f easibility
of: 1) applying strategic analysis in a regulatory f r am ewor k ,
2) making strategic analysis understandable by licensees, and
3) assuring that strategic analysis can effectively be enforced.
This report includes a discussion of the role of strategic analysis
in material contr ol and accounting, and of the mechanisms by
which the NRC co uld implement strategic analysis. A set of4

f ea sibility criteria are described including both technical
f easibility and or ganizational/ implementation f easibility.
Alternative strategic analysis model options are evaluated wi th
respect to these criteria, as is the current material accounting
practice. The assessment determined that the dev elo pment of
a payoff function that adequately repr esented the NRC's (and
tharefore the public's) values with respect to the consequences
of diversion and the actions taken to prevent it is the most
serious impediment to implementa tio n. G ive n the limited role
of material accounting in saf eguards and the ' uncertainty regarding
the. developnent of a payoff function, the NRC should not proceed
with full-scale implementation of strategic analysis. It does,
however, have sufficient potential to warrant f urther development,
w ith first priority going to the developnent of. an appropriate
payoff f unction.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
;
' This report des cribes the results of research undertaken

to investigate whether strategic analysis (game theory) can
and .should be employed in the treatment of inventory diff erences
(ID's) of special nuclear material (SNM) at processing f acilities.
Strategic analysis is a f oraal method for modeling decision3

! contexts with more than one decision maker--of ten adversaries.
t~ When solved, a strategic analysis model yields an optimal decision
; that maximizes the p1ayer's expeeted payoff with payoffs prevlously

defined for the player. Previous NRC-supported research developed.
: two versions of a preliminary model (NOREG-0290 and NUREG/CR-
! 0490) which have been subsequently reviewed by a group of experts

(NUREG/CR-0950). Drawing on this past research, other literature
on game theory, discussion with NRC staff, and analysis by the,

! . pr oj ec'. team, this report assesses the feasibility of: 1) applying
strategic analysis in a regulatory framework, 2) making strategic'

analysis understandable by licensees, and 3) assuring that strategic,

analysis can effectively be enforced.

As background, the role of material control and accounting
(MC EA) , including tL e limited role of material accounting in,-

r - diversion detection, is discussed. The most feasible instruments
that the NRC could potentially use to implement strategic analysis,

; include: regulations, regulatory guides, and license conditions.

To assess the feasibility of strategic analysis, a framework
was created consisting of two parts: 1) a breakdown of feasibilityf

into major component criteria that are conceptually distinct,

and.may be ' independently addressed, and 2) a breakdown of methods
for applying strategic analysis into a set of roughly independentt

features or options. The f easibility criteria incl ude both
,! technical feasibility, which includes -yalidity and practicality

and which 'are in turn further. subdivided, and organizational
f easibility which is subdivided into subcriteria concerning
both implementation and enforcement by both the NRC and the
facility operator. The methods correspond to alternatives' with

!. respect to each of the components of the strategic analysis
model .and to ^ NRC organizational / implementation options. The
model components include the players, the setting, the def ender's >

(NRC) strategies, the diverter's strategies, the def en de r 's
payoff function, and the diverter's payof f f uncticn. The complete -

, .

set of technical model options and organizational options was
evaluated with respect to each of the f easibility criteria.
Then, a composite of the most promising strategic analysis options
was compared on the feasibility criteria with current practice.

This assessment process provided~ indications of the cost
and f easibility of resolving four specific questions that had
been posed by the NRC regarding:' 1) the use of probabilistic
mixtures of strategies, 2) the formulation of the payoff function,!

.

3) the practicality of a model that is both va ; and solvable,.

! 1

'

1
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and 4) the cost of using strategic analysis. This process also
assessed the value, cost, and likelihood of success of four
research questions: 1) optimal tradeoffs between f alse alarms
(Type I errors) and missed diversions (Type II errors), 2) dev elo p-
ment of measures of effectiveness for the establishment of alarm
thresholds, 3) evaluation of selection procedures for alarm
thresholds at reprocessing and other breeder reactor cycle facil-
ities, and 4) the costs and benefits of implementing strategic
analysis.

As a result of this assessment, two issues were identified
as the most significant potential impediments to the implementation
of strategic analysis: 1) the formulation of a valid and acceptable
payoff function would be a difficult and probably costly endeavor,
and 2) the r ol e of material acco unting, pa r ti cularly analysis
of ID's (and therefore strategic analysis when applied to ID
analysis) is quite limited for most saf eguards f unctions, particular-
ly diversion detection, and therefore, any improvements in ID
analysis may have only limited ef f ects on overall safeguards.
Therefore, we cannot recommend that the NRC proceed with f ull-
scale implementation of strategic analysis. It clearly, however,
has sufficient potential to warrant f urther developnent. Research
on the payoff function without the full strategic analysis model
could provide an initial payoff f unctio n and at the same time
could resolve several resear h issues that are relevant to safeguards
even if strategic analysis is not implemented. Such research
is indeed worth pursuing.

.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This . report describes research undertaken to investigate
whether strategic analysis (game theory) can and should be employed
in the treatment of inventory _ diff erences (I D 's ) of special
nuclear material (SNM) at processing facilities. The NRC has
previously supported research that developed two versiens of
a preliminary model (NUREG-0290 and NUREG/CR-0490) . Subsequently, j
the NRC formed a group of experts on game theory and nuclear
safeguards (subsequently ref erred to as the " Peer Review Group")
to review this work and to make recommendations regarding the j. future of ' strategic analysis in NRC's saf eguards function (NUREG/
CR-0 95 0) . That review identified .several technical difficulties
with the particular model formulated, but found game th eory
to be a promising tool for-safeguards. This study builds on
the findings of the Peer Review Group to address the feasibility
of resolving several technical and practical issues that must
be addressed before strategic analysis could be implemented.

1.1 overview of Game Theorv

Before describing this effort further, a brief, non-technical
description of game theory is given to provide a basis for subsequent
discussions. A more complete description is provided in the
Appendix. Game theo ry is a formally _ appropriate te chniq ue for
modeling situations.where two or more actors (players) are control-
ling some of the variables of the situation and the value or
utility received by each play er depends at least in part on
the actions of the other players. Generally, the objectives
of the players will be at least partially conflicting so that
increased rewards for one player can result in decreased rewards
for another. Thus, generally, game. theory is applicable in
adversary contexts. Once the rewards for each player are quanti- ,

tatively defined for the various combinations of actions available,
game theory defines and (assuming sufficient computational' resources)
can solve for the " optimal" action for a player, taking into
account the actions of other players.

A game theory model consists of four elements:~ ~

- the players,

- the setting,

- the players' strategies, and

- the players' payoff functions.

Although game theory models need not be limited to two players,.

two player games have been the focus of much of the game theory
research, including previous NRC-sponsor ed ef forts. Two person

3
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games often provide a reasonable representation of the actors
involved, f or example, a " defender" (e.g. NRC representing the
public) , and a diverter.

The setting allows for numerous variations in game theory-

models. For example, the NUREG-0290 and NUREG/CR-0490 model
deals with ID's in a single material balance areas, and (in
other. literature) have been developed for multiple time periods.
Game th e'ory models-could be developed f or multiple material
balance areas and for multiple time periods.

The pl ay er s ' strategies refer to the actions that each
player has available to take. For example, in the previously
developed model the def ender's actions involve setting an alarm

,
~

threshold f or th e l ev el of ID, as well as varying levels of
response depending upon whether the threshold is exceeded and
the amount of SNM estimated to be missing. The diverter's strategy<

involves selecting the amount to be diverted, which can range
,

from nothing up to a fixed amount which is necessary to provide:

| a credible threat.
4

! The payof f f unctions are the quantitative representation
of the costs and benefits to each player that would result from
each possible combination of actions by all the play ers. In

; many : two player situations, the objectives of the pl ay ers can*

|- be assumed to be diametrically opposed so that any loss by one
player is a gain by another. Such games are called zero sum

i games, and the previously developed model includes this assumption.
The payoff function in that model included terms representing
the cost of a clean-out inventory, the cost of the diverted

: SNM, the cost of searching for the estimated amount of missing
; SNM, th e c.o s t of an incorrect estimate of the amount missing,
i and the utility of recovering the missing material.

l .2 Obi ective
'

| The present research was undertaken to assess the feasibility
'

of integrating strategic analysis into current NRC material
control and accounting (MC&A) regulations. Specifically, the

.

objective was to investigate whether it is feasible to:

( - apply strategic analysis in a regulatory framework, -

,

i' make strategic analysis understandable by licensees,-

and
- assure that strategic analysis can eff ectively be enf orced.

1.3 Scope

Our approach to assessing- f easibility has been a broad
one, encompassing both the tech ni cal f ea sibili ty of strategic

,

4
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analysis models, and the organizational feasibility of implementing
strategic analysis within the current NRC regulatory environment.
In addition we have addressed, to some extent, whether strategic
analysis A.!uld as well as could be implemented.

At the outset of the effort, several limitations on the
scope of the eflort were agreed upon.

- Stratesic analysis was to be compared only with cur r 7nt
regulations including formal NRC management positions
as written, and not with current practices beyond these
regula tion s, nor with changes in regulations currently
under consideration.

- The focus of the feasibility study sh'ould be on Category
I f acilities.

- Strategic analysis should be e xplici tly considered
only in the context of material accounting and its
concern with inventory diff erences.

- Overall assessment of feasibility should be generic,
rather than dependent on particular features of specific
strategic analysis models.

Based on this approach, this research was carried out drawing
on the expertise and experience of the pr oj ect staff, reviews
of relevant literature and documents, and discussions with appro-
priate NRC staff.

1.4 Orcanization of the' Report -

_

In addition to this introduction, the main body of this
report contains four maj or sections. Section 2.0 provides a
background discussion on the potential role of strategic analysis
in safeguards and on NRC options f or ' implementing strategic
analysis. Section 3.0 describes the f ramework that was developed
for assessing the f easibility of strategic analysis. Then,.

in Section 4.0, this framework is applied to evaluate strategic
analysis alterna tive s, and strategic analysis more generally,
with respect to current practice. Finally, in Section 5.0,
we summarize our findings in terms of specific questions and _

issues developed by the NRC in its Request for Proposals for~ ~

this effort. This section also includes specific recommendations.

In addition to the main body, this report includes an appendix
as Volume II prepared by a member of the project team, Professor
Alan J. Goldman. This appendix provides additional detail regarding
the study, providing an especially helpf ul review of related
literature and many insights into f easibility issues that are
addressed at best in a limited fashion in the main report.

.

'
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T

2.0 BACKGROUND
+

}

one critical point, perhaps the major one in determining
the f easibility of a strategic analysis approach to acting on
measured inventory differences is, its ef f e ctivene ss. It is
apparent that the usefulness of strategic analysis depends on
its . leading to an expected netc increase -in effectiveness of
whatever changes would be required in material accounting practice. >

,

i Fur thennore, this increase must be large enough to offset the
costs . (economic and otherwise) of whatever changes would be,

,

required in material accounting practice. If strategic analysis
were used strictly as an adj unct to . current material accounting,

i then the combination would perform no worse than current practice,
L but cost (including acceptability) would be higher than if the

change substituted strategic - analysis for some current material
accounting.

Measuring effectiveness of safeguards is not a trivial
'

c' matter. In f act, our inability to accurately assess the probability
' - and type of potential adv er sa ry actions ultimately limits . our
: ability to measure safeguards effectiveness. Various safeguards
: effectiveness methods have been developed and used, but they
| generally apply only to - some limited portion of safeguards system
i To: analyze the incr emental effectiveness of. strategic analysis
|:

'

outline the obj ectives and goals of nuclear saf eguards and security,
relative- to current. material accounting, it is ne ce s sa ry to

,

and_ the elements of the safeguards sy st em designed to achievet

these goals. * This . inf ormation will help to identify: the role,

' of material accounting; its place among other parts of the safeguards
|- system; some questions which must be answered to assess safeguards
; system effectiveness and the value of changes to that system;
'

and -other potential areas of applicability. for strategic analysis
! in nuclear safeguards and security.

211 Ih3 Role of Nuclear Material Control and Accountina at the ,

, .

, 2.1.1 Scoce. This section provides an ' overview of areas - in
! .which NRC must make decisions to discharge responsibilities.

'

_

L. in nuclear material control and ' accounting (MCEA) . The emphasis-

is on fairly general responsibilities, rather than on decisions
regarding the adequacy of a particular safeguards subsystem. ,

|~
on the role and potential contribution ' of material accounting
A particular goal of the discussion is to provide perspective 1

with respect to overall NRC saf eguards responsibilities.
|

| Our approach to . identify MC&A decisions is to characteriz e -
! -safeguards in several ' ways and to associate relevant questions
,

with each characterization. Each question relates to the adequacy-

of NRC safeguards; answering it represents an opportunity or'

:

.

+ -,-s,- r-.m , , . . . , , . , _ . , - , ,. _ ...,r_,..7 , _ . , _ ,_.._..m _,y., ,c_...,,rn,.,y, . , . . - , _ . - , , , . ,,
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requirement for NRC decisionmaking. Since each characterization
represents an alternative view of safeguards structure, the
questions are not independent of each other: though not duplicative.
In general, although not exclusiv ely, the questions relate to-

;- adequacy of the measurements or criteria of safeguards regulation.

Within this structure, we may further chara ct e riz e the
! role of material accounting and evaluate its potential contribution
.

to safeguards. The monumental assessment of strategic analysis
j in material accounting relative to conventional accounting methods

should be considered in the pers pe ctive of the overall role,

| of material accounting. An appropriate question may be, "Is
'

a modification of r eq uir ement s to use strategic analysis of
inventory differences (Irs) cost-ef f ective given the bounded
contribution of accounting to overall nuclear materials safeguards?"
On the other hand, in stressing the relative contribution of

i an accounting system change to safeguards, we should not bias
the outcome by assuming limitations on the role of accounting+

which are based on inadequacies of current techniques not shared'

by strategic analysis.

| The ov erview presented in this report should also provide
a basis for identifying alternative safeguards applications :

'

for strategic analysis. Although th is study did not examine
I such alt'ernatives in detail, we note--as did the strategic analysis

,

j Peer Review Group ( NUREG/CR-0 95 0) --that this basic methodology '

'

could perhaps be fruitfully applied to other questions of safeguards
adequacy.

*

:

! 2.1.2 NRC Saf ecuards Resoonsibilities. NRC safeguards responsi-
bilities stem f rom 7.n overall o bj e ctiv e, which is to protect
the public health and safety from death, inj ury, or property --

damage which could result from malevolent a ctivi ty directed
i toward, or utilizing licensed nuclear materials or facilities.
! These activities would hypothetically be conducted by an" individual
: referred to gener.ically as an " adversary." There are several

alternative decomposition s of the safeguards responsibilities
: which help to illuminate their scope, and to focus the identification
i of safeguards decision criteria. Some of these alternatives

represent distinct. dimensions of safeguards (e. g. , safeguards .;

T system f unctions versus type of f a cili ty under safeguards).*

; The following represents the top levels of a hierarchy categorizing
NRC safeguards decision areas:

'

R. Regulatory Considerations-

R.1 Measurement of Safeguards and Safeguards Criteria

R.2 NRC Functions (regulation, licensing, inspection,
other).

;

i
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[~ S. Safeguards (SGs) Systems
.

,

S.1 SGs Program Components (physical protection, material
p control, material accounting, safeguards management)

S.2. Facility Types (reactor, fuel. cycle, transportation)

S.3- SGs System Functions (deterrence, prevention, response,
assurance)

| S.4 SGs Risk (f requency of attempt, conditional proba- ;

i bility of success, con s eq uen ce, adversary action
'

|
sequence)

,

I At this poin'c, we desire that any area which might illuminate ,

a pertinent SGs decision be examined. However, many such decisions
! are not rel evant to material accounting, per se , and so will
,

i be - eliminated from consideration f or this' study. Thus, we will
|- not attempt a unique, partitioned decomposition of these decisions.

'

,

| Rather, we will temporarily treat each item at the same level
i of -the hierarchy as complementary. Specifically, we will regard i

j the decisions and questions which are meaningful for our purposes
'as being constructed as " cross products" of. items f rom diff erent

,

branches of the hierarchy, as long as one is not dependent on
, .

.another. For instance, it would be sensible to ask if assessment'

techniques were adequate (R.1) to assess the s ui tability of-
; a proposed regulation (R.2) for prevention of relevant acts
|- (S.1) directed at sabotage of a power reactor (S.2) . This procedure

: . simplifies the identification of such decisions by reducing:
! them to separate cencerns which can be combined. The determination i

of the answer to a.ach a question is an NRC safeguards decision.i '

Combining these areas will not make equally good sense,
but nonsensical cases produced by this systematic exhaustive
procedure can readily be identified and discarded as they arise.
For the balance of this section, questions implied 'in each area-

will- be identified and discussed separately, with the intent
that they be combined for future application f reely within the
limits of meaningf ul juxtaposition.

NRC safeguards decisions may be immediately divided into
those components related to the~ regulatory role and those related .

U to saf egua rds system perf ormance. It should be noted that NRC'

has . no statutory respon sibility for design, implementa tion,,

or operation of saf eguards system. Its responsibility and authority
is to reaulate and license activities. The subj ect of NRC safeguards

~ regulatory actions is, how ev er , systems and operations. Thus,
the system characterization must be understood to assess-safeguards
systems, and their cost ref fectiveness are also r'elevant inputs
to regulatory decisionmaking. In some cases, systems or measurements
are " conceptually designed" by NRC and specifically required

, or : strongly recommended. In these cases, NRC assumes a more*

: direct role in system implementation than it does when establishing
*
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performance requirements. Finally, certain NRC activities are
not really regulatory, but rather are a corollary of other agency
capabilities and responsibilities. In these instances, NRC
may fulfill a need not adequately met elsewhere. For instance,
NRC is involved in assessment of communicated threats involving
licensed material although such an event occurs outside the
f ram ewor k of licensing and regulation. For all these reasons,
NRC safeguards responsibilities are integrally tied to the detailed
characteristics of safeguards systems as well as those of regula-
tion.

R. Regulatory Considerations

In terms of the upper level 'of the hierarchy discussed
above, the regulatory aspects of NRC safeguards decisions are
as follows:

R.1 Measurement of SGs and SGs Criteria

A fundamental distinction in the regulation of safety is
that between the measurement of safety level and the establishment
of criteria for adequacy of safety. Some questions related'

to each are:>

R.l.1 Safeguards Performance Measurement

Have " detailed objectives for SGs systems been-

established which, if met, would assure that the
overall SGs objectives are met?

- Have the parameters necessary to measure safeguards
'system performance been identified?

- Are methods available to assess SGs system performance
in terms of these parameters and relate them to
SGs (sub-) objectives? Are th ey comprehensive
and accurate? Is the modeling of uncertainty accept-
able?

- Are the appropriate data available for input to -

I the assessment methods?
.

I - Are regulatory and license requirements appropriately
tied to the performance assessment capability? (e.g.,
will licensee reporting requirements provide the
necessary data for assessment?)

(Note that the assessment methods referenced here may range
from subjective and informal evaluation by a qualified person,
to use of formal, mathematical tools for modeling system performance-

| or for analyzing data. In fact, achievement of adequate tools,

! 9
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for safeguards system assessment has so far required a mix of
methods including both of these extremes.)

R.1.2 SGs Criteria Development

Have criteria been developed which are compatible-

with the available assessment methods?

Is satisfaction of these criteria necessary and-

sufficient for achieving the safeguards (sub-)
obj ectives ? If not, is there a less stringent
criterion whose satisf action would still be sufficient
to meet (sub-) objectives with " reasonable assur-
ance"? (This is a complex issue--but briefly,
two important points are the acceptability of
r egulato ry conservatism implied by " reasonable
assurance," and the relative nature of "less string-
ent," i.e., less stringent for NRC or for the
licensed industry, etc.)

- Does the regulatory entity satisfy the criteria? (By
entity we mean regulation, license, system, etc.)

- If not, what alternative entities could be developed
or adopted to the required performance?

R.2 NRC ' Functions

The discussion here is further amplified by the description
later in this section of NRC regulatory instruments. In particular,
that description outlines maj or points relevant to the choice
of instruments with which to implement a requirement. The following
will focus on certain additional issues:

R.2.1 Regulation
'

- Are the regulations or proposed legislations legal?

- Can they be implemented?

- Are they adequately clear to licensees and license- -

' ,

applicants? If not, are supporting documents
available tp elaborate and clarify their intent?

- Are they consistent internally, with other sections,
and with other regulated activities?

- Will the regulation s , if implemented, result in
licensee safeguards systems which satisfy all regu-
'latory criteria?

,

< .

G
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R.2.2 Licensing

- Are requirements for license applications clear
and available to prospective licensees?

- Are licensing criteria consistent with regulations?

- Is an effective process established for license
review?
Are license terms and conditions clear to the-

licensee?

- Are license terms and conditions inspectable and
enforceable, legally and practically?

- Do license terms and conditions, if implemented,
satisfy ~the intent and letter of the regulations,
and any other regulatory criteria?

R.2.3 Inspection

- Will NRC inspection activity adequately verify
licensee compliance with the terms and conditions
of the license, and with the regulations?

- Will the inspection program alert NRC to other
potential saf ety problems?

- Will the inspection program verify that the activity,
as implemented, agrees with the design or plan
as submitted to NRC? (This is actually part of
the first question, since license a ppl ica tion
information is generally incorporated by ref erence
into a license.)

R.2.4 Other NRC Activity

- Are sufficient NRC resources available to implement
regulatory decisions?

- Are NRC mechanisms utilized to identify additionalor
incipient problems related to safeguards system
performance? .

~ ~

- Are NRC mechanisms utilized to improve understanding
of safeguards performance and to reduce uncertainty?

Is NRC prepared to accomplish its interagency-

responsibilities in safeguards? (Important instances'

include emergency response and communicated threat-
assessment functions.)

- Is the public confident that NRC saf eguards criteria
are: sufficient to protect them; not unduly intru-,

sive; representative of the achieved safeguard
level?

11
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S. Safeguards Systems
.

'

S.1 NRC SGs Program Components ,

At this level of generality, the questions and decisions
associated with each of the components below essentially are '

-covered by asking whether all other applicable questions have
been answered with respect to each part of the program individually. .
Relevant definitions and explanations are summariz ed below.
They are paraphrased from the MC&A Task Force Report' (NUREG-0450): ,

S.I.1 Physical Protection,

This is the safeguards program which encompasses
equipment and procedures to control physical access>

-to nuclear materials or facilities, to detect
unauthorized access, and to respond in a tim ely
manner to such intrusion.

S.I.2 Material Control
.

This portion of the safeguards program monitors
4- nuclear material location and quantity, controls ;

its movement, and exercises responsibility - for
its appropriate use and'for cogn izan ce of its

j status.

S.I.3 Material Accounting .

;

This portion of the safeguards program measures,
records, reports, and analyzes the quantities
-of -nuclear material- f rom the time it initially
comes unde r regulatory or management controls,
until it is permanently disposed of, or transformed.

.'' - into uncontrolled material. The material accounting
responsibilities shift among different parties-

;
; as they take possession of the material. The _

intent is to-maintain a continual " audit trail"L -

l of the material quantities. Sufficient control
,

should be maintained'to be able to balance the
records to show that no net loss or gain of material.

has occurred. In practice, this is' possible for-

unit accounting (i.e., accounting for discrete
items of material), but not for material in pro-

; cess. For the latter material (for instance
liquids in a process stream at a reprocessing,

. plant) , process variations prevent perf ect material-

i balance. In these cases, sta tistical - techniques
:
~

.
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t

are used to datormine the acceptability of the
material balance.

S.1.4 Safeguards Management

The MC&A Task Force distinguishes the "NRC activities
necessary to assure the effectiveness and efficiency
of the saf eguards program" by this name. It includes,

all regulatory and licensing activities, intelligence
- activities, saf egua rds research, etc.

'

S.2 Facility Types
<

These categories are also self explanatory. They are,
howev er, relevant to the implementation of safeguards systems
and requirements as indicated below:

. S.2.1 Nuclear Reactors

These f acilities are of safeguards concern mainly
,

' from the point of view of sabotage. The potentialto
initiate a reactor accident by malevolent means,
thereby using the energy generated by the accidentto
disperse hazardous material, is the principal safe-s

guards consideration. Fresh fuel for power reactors
is generally low enriched and therefore not suitable
for building weapons (unless means for further
enrichment are available, a possibility outside
the s'pectrum of adv er sa ry capability which NRC
feels is prudent to consider). Irradiated fuel
contains special nuclear material (SNM) which
is ext r emely radioactive, and which would require
chemical processing even to achieve concentrated
low grade (not weapons grade) fissionable material.
The hazard and low -utility of this irradiated
fuel makes it an unlikely target for thef t. Certain
research reactors use (smaller) . q uan ti tie s of
high enriched fuel which could be more attractive
targets for thef t. Thus, reactor safeguards consist
largely of physical protection.

_

,. .

S.2.2 Fixed Site Fuel Cycle Facilities

These are all static f acilities which use SNM.
They ' include such facilities as enrichment plants,
fuel fabrication plants, and reprocessing f acilities.
Of these, only f uel fabrication facilities are
currently of concern with regard to NRC safeguards.

,

(There are no enrichment or reprocessing plants
currently subject to NRC saf eguards.) Although

*
.
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criticality accidants cauced by sabotage could
pose some safeguards concerns, the major safeguards
interest in this type of f acility is to protect
against theft or diversion of material. Phy sical
protection, material control, and material accounting

!- are all important in achieving this protection.

S.2.3 Transportation Safeguar'ds

SNM in transit, including spent fuel, is of concern
,

to safeguards due to the po s sibili ty of theft,
'

including that of the entire vehicle. In the
case of spent fuel, this could be accompanied
by later sabotage in a populated area, cr the
threat to do so. Theft of other forms of SNM
is of concern. Material in transport provides
special problems for physical protection. Since4

material is packaged in specially designed containers,
i ' MC&A considerations are limited to material controls

and unit accounting.

S.3 SGs Functions

The four safeguards functions identified by the MC&A Task
Force are defined as follows:

(1) Deterrence: measures to discourage a potential adversary
f rom attempting a malevolent act.

~

(2) Prevention: measures to impede or stop a malevolent
act, including a hoax.

(3) Response: measures to detect and assess losses, and
to act in response to a real or alleged malevolent
act.

(4) Assurance: measures to enhance NRC and public confi ence
that eff ective saf eguards are' in place and that nuclear

,

materials are controlled and accounted for.4

.

~

[ The MC&A Task Force associated detailed obj ectives and-

goals for the MC&A system with these f unctions. Each of these
goals and objectives can be turned into a question or questions--
i.e., is the specified measure in place and is it effective?
We do not repeat these here. A more detailed analysis can do
so and would find the Task Force Report extremely useful for
this purpose. It should be noted that the goals of that report
are not part of' current safeguards r eq uir ement s. B el ow, we
summarize some general questions appropriate to each function,-

,

s
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'

i based on the Task Force recommendations (note that these are
'

particular to MC&A SGs) :-i.
I

i
S.3.1. Deterrence

.

Is de t e ction and subsequent response sufficientj -

! to achieve adequate deterrence?

- Are material controls adequate to ensure a timely;

i detection of unauthorized removal- of SNM with high
j enough probability to create desired deterrence?
i
! - Will material controls trace and identify adversaries
j with sufficient resolution to ef f ect adequate deterrence?

I - Is material accounting adequate to augment detection
and to identify where loss may hav e occurred, or
records f alsified, to aid in deterrence of potential.

adversaries?
,

S.3 .2 Pr evention

{' Will material controls detect unauthorized removal-

J or diversion of material in sufficient time to allow
i effective response?
:

I - Will material accounting augment detection of unauth'or-
'

ized removal of diversion, in certain areas? Will,

.- it help provide a baseline knowledge of material
; holdings?

- Can this function affectively interf ace with physical
security to stop or impede a malevolent act in progress?

,

S.3.3 Response
,

Are response mechanisms planned and reliable to
'

-

i identify loss of material not previously detected?-

- Are source materials _ adequate to identify the source -
.

' *

and amount of loss?
|

Is - material accounting adequate to aid af ter a loss-

of material in assessing the amount of loss, the
mode of r emov al, the location of the removal or
diver sion, possible locations to which removal was
- diverted, and- potential insider suspects? .

.
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S.4 Safeguards Risk

Safeguards risk concepts were developed and expressed in
" Societal Risk Approach to Saf eguards Design and Evaluation"
(ERDA-7). One author of that report was also on the Strategic
Analysis Peer Review Group; another was the head of an initial
MCEA . Task Force which preceded the one which generated the Task
Force Report. Safeguards risk, generally, is expressed as: ,

R ij U j P j Cii iSG (Total)

where i frequency of attempt using adversary actionH j = sequence j to achieve event i
,

-P13 = probability of success given an attempt
: Ci = consequence of event i
| Measurement of the total R is probably impossible, due to

our inability to estimate H j .GSi

! It is commonly believed that Hii depends on Pii (which
is directly influenced by saf eguards), an8 on C _ or more pt'ecisely,4

on the potential adversary's perception of theseYerms. Furthermore,
j the common assumption is that this dependence is monotonic increasing
; so that the greater the probability of success, the greater

the f requency of attempt would be. On this basis, the risk
equation has been used to prio ri ty-ran k SGs concerns. Some,

'
pertinent considerations of the risk-based approach are:

'

- Is the overall risk acceptable? (It is unlikely,that
this can be known precisely.). .

,

t
- Are all significant (e.g., risky) adversary action sequences

known'and protected against.'

'.
- Are all significant events known and protected against?"

~
.

- Are measures to decrease f requency of attempt adequate?
:

- Are saf eguards systems adequately controlling P j ?i

- Is any given event of such consequence, C, that speciali
measures should be used to assess its risk and to safeguard,

it?4

- Is the variability in our knowledge of Rsg(Total) (i.e.,,

uncertainty) acceptable?

.
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- Are' risks balanced between events and adversary action
is R j=R o je for each 1,i',j,j'?).sequences (i.e., i i

- Is total SGs risk balanced against other socie tal risks
from other sources?

- Is public (and adversary) perception of the components
of SGs risk accurate? If not, what effect does this

have on 1113 7

L 2.1.3 Inventory Diff erences (ids) . The goal of the preceding
discussion was to generally identify safeguards system decisions
by describing them in a form amenable to elaboration. The format
provides some structure to assure a reasonably compr ehensive
identification.

We do_not intend at this time to identify in detail all-
of the particular decisions regarding material accounting, and
in particular, inventory differences. These could be developed
as refinements of the existing hierarchy. Based upon the preceding
discussions, :however, we note several points pertinent to ids.

First, it is possible to characterize material accounting
- using our structure. Obviously, it is not physical protection,

,

materials control, or safeguards management (S.3). The subject
of interest -in . this study,, inventory dif f erence, would be a
f urther refinement of hierarchy element s .l .3 . . It is mainly
of interest for a ' fixed fuel cycle f acilities, and in the case
of this study we are only concerned with a small number of Category
I f acilities '(s.2) .

The MC&A Task ' Force concluded that . material accounting
is pertinent principally to the assurance. function, although
it has a lesser role in deterrence, pr ev ention, and response
- as well. In particular, the Task Force Report minimizes the-

~

role of material accounting in detection. It is -not expected
to contribute significantly to " timely detection" '(s.3) . ' Existing
SGs risk approaches ~ do not really treat the " assurance" f uncticn :
as described by the MC&A Task Force. Thus, the risk approach

-

(s.4) has little to say about material . accounting, except perhaps- .

that by implication it may not be a large. contributor to SGs
risk reduction. In terms of- regulatory ' concerns, -consideration
of strategic analysis in ' inventory difference is connected 'with
both measurement and criteria. (Even though ids'and LEIDS currently
have a role-in measurement of sGs -. effectiveness, the application
of a different model to those statistics may affect the interpre--

tation of what is being measured (R.1) .) Finally, application
of . strategic analysis to ' ids could influence all regulatory
functions ~'(regulation, licensing, inspection, and other), althoug s..

it need not. ,

17
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Thus, it appears that measurement of ids represents only
a portion of MCsA decisions, which in turn play a r ela t iv ely
small role in NRC saf eguards. In particular, its role in detection
and response is less significant than its contribution to assurance.
The game theory model being ev al ua ted, however, is primarily
directed at the former two functions. For these reasons, we
recommend that the feasibility and cost effectiveness of modifying
safeguards requirements include the use cf strategic analysis
applied to ids be considered in light of net contribution to
safeguards objectives. On the other hand, it is possible that
the cualitative role of material accounting could change if
more sensitive techniques were used. This possibility should
be~ addressed in any research related to use of strategic analysis
for timely detection. Furthermore, we note that there are many
other potential applications of game theory to safeguards not
directly addressed by this study. Finally, we suggest that
the following specific areas pertinent to ID measurement and
analysis be explored.

S.3 Elaborate specific pertinent decisions in deterrence,
prevention, and response.

S.4 Try to quantify the role and contribution of accounting
in risk reduction.

R.2 Identify specific approaches to incorporating this
use of strategic analysis in regulatory instruments. Iden-
tify specific pros and cons of each, and if possible
estimate costs of each development. Focus on useof
regulations, regulatory guides, license conditions,
and inf ormal reports -(e.g. , NUREGs).-

2.2 Reaulatorv Recuirements--NRC Ootions for Imol ementina
Reauirements

.

2.2.1 Scooe. The premise of this section is that NRC has, in
theory and in practice, a variety of means by which it may implement
requirements. Our _ use of the term " requirements" for the purposes,

of the discussion is rather imprecise and not in keeping with'

its generally accepted regulatory denotation--which is to say
a set of legally binding rules. This departure f rom practice

i. is intentional, since the discussion will try to - convey that ,

in a very real sense NRC discharges its regulatory duties utilizing!. -

'

a variety of what we will term " regulatory instruments" (documents
: and procedures), including but not limited to regulations.

! This section attampts to characterize the regulatory process
! via an examination of the variour regulatory instruments. The

purpose of doing so is to establish a basis for later investigationf

of the organizational effects of implementing strategic analysis
in material accounting. 'The discussion here will ela bora te
on the differences in effects of each option for regulatory-
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implementation, as well en the f actors influ::ncing cost of implementa-
tion. The presentation is qualitative; neither measures of
effectiveness nor absolute or relative costs nor times to implement
are given. In fact, reliable quantitative estimates of these
f actors will be difficult to a ch iev e. Such estimates would
be, h ow ev e r , more appropriately produced in the context of
choice among alternative instruments as a means for achieving
some specific o bj e ctiv e. This discussion will address only
the global view of alternatives for regulation implementation.

.

2.2.2 overview. One way to categorize regulatory practice is
by diff erentiating the distinct functional activities performed
by a regulatory agency. In the case of NRC, the main regulatory
functions have generally been identified as:

- promulgating standards

- licensing

- inspecting

There are, as well, additional NRC functions including performing
research; enforcing compliance; conducting business with other
Federal, state, and international agencies; and administering
the agency itself. It is clear that any number of functional
characterizations are possible. The above three, however, are
considered ty pical of regulatory as distinct from the other
agencies. It is interesting to note that the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-43 8), which created the U.S. Nuclear Regulation
Commission, created three statutory offices: The Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR); the Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards (NMSS); and the office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research (RES). Clearly, Congrcss did not organize the agency
along f unctional lines (or perceived a different view of function

; than outlined above) . .

!
'

Associated with two of the three regulatory functions are
instruments which directly impose legally binding r eq ui r ements
on NRC licensees. That is, regulations contained in Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) are the rules promulgated
by NRC. Licenses are, of course, the regulatory instruments

.

associated with licensing. Licensees are inspected (the third-

| function) to determine compliance with both the regulations
,

and with their license, so this activity does not introduce
| any new primary regulatory instruments. We will return to the

! question of inspection briefly later.

| Licensees are obligated to comply with both the set of
applicable regulations and with the conditions of their license.'

Penalties for non-compliance include having their license revoked
or suspended, have operations suspended, and being fined. These-

19
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penalties imply substantial costs, espacially in the event operations
are suspended. The Energy Reorganization Act, in addition,
provides NRC the authority to conduct inspections as necessary '

: '

to ensure compliance (Section 206(d)) . . Thus, these two instruments,
i.e., the regulations. in 10 CRF (Parts 0-199) and individual
licenses, constitute a legal, enforceable f ramework of NRC require-

.'
'

ments with the opportunity for meaningful sanction in the event
; .of non-compliance. Furthermore, these two are directly authorized
i by the NRC's enabling legislation. The Energy Reorganization
| Act of 1974, in Section 201(f) transfers most of the Atomic
| Energy Commission's (AEC's) " licensing and related regulatory
; f un ction s " to NRC. These functions derive in turn from the
| authority provided by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (as amended),
i Chapter 10 and Chapter 14, Section.161 (b) . Loosely speaking,

these laws provide that all production, acquisition, possession,'

use, transfer, import,, or export of nuclear facilities or material,

! in the U.S. will be governed by regulations to be promulgated
i by the Commission and will be licensed in accordance with those
: regulations and with the Act itself.
2

| NRC regulations (10 CRF Parts '0-199) and NRC-issued licenses,
then, are similarly rooted in law going back to the earliest'

days of commercial use of nuclear materials. They differ mainly
in their target audiences. In the case of a license, the coverage

i extends only to a designated activity and licensee. Regulations
! apply more generally to a class of licensees, which may be empty
! or may have a single member (e.g., proposed high-level waste

disposal regulations) . Most of ten, multiplelicensees are af f ected. ,

The choice. in . practice between these two mechanisms for ;-

imposing requirements is instructive in identifying some of
L the ~ pragmatic concerns which have created the other regulat o ry

instruments which this discussion addresses. The key wouldi

; appear to be in the distinction between the two, namely generic
; vs. f acility- or activity-specific concerns. The decision to
;_ use regulation or licensing,to establish a criterion.could according-
| - ly be decided depending on whether the requirement applied to

many potential licensees or just one. In fact, this doesn't
fully explain certain . instances and phenomena. Why, for instance,
has there been extensive effort to write regulations for a high-level;

: waste disposal facility which may be the only one of its kind,
' and .will almost s ur ely belong to the sole licensee (i.e., the

~

L Department of Energy)? On the other hand, why are hundreds.

of licenses for certain nuclear materials written with the same,
or highly similar, license conditions? Why do some licenses

; include or paraphrase certain regulations and not others, while
~

other licenses do not repeat the regulation at all?

One answer to these questions is that there is no specified '
2

! criteria which determines what should go into a regulation and
what should 'not. The regulations in 10 CFR have been written

.' 20
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and modified over many years, according to prevailing concerns
and standards.

.

; 2.2.3 Reaulatory Inst r um ent s. This section identifies a variety
of regulatory instruments and characterizes some aspects of
each recognizing that consistency is not necessarily a characteristic

,

of any of them.
,

2.2.3.1 Reaulations. Regulations were discussed in the
;.

previous section to some degree. They are (usually) generic4

to a group (possibly empty) of licenses, are authorized by law,
and impose J.egally binding requirements on licensees. Theser

features all may act as selection criteria if a change in (effective)
,

requirements is desired. That is, a regulation change or addition'

might be a useful approach if NRC judged that a requirement
were necessary in all but exceptional cases within some readily
identified groups of licensees. It should be noted that regulations
themselves do not normally apply absolutely. Rather, they may
be conditioned and exceptions may be granted at NRC's discretion.
A material control regulation in 10 CFR 70,58(a) is an instance
of a conditional r eq uir emen t. It applied only to licensees
who are authorized to possess at any particular time and place
no more than one. effective kilogram of special nuclear material.
Here, the condition is fixed and identified in the regulation.
Part 70.14, on the other hand, provides' for exemption from Part
70 requirements based on no fixed condition.

'

''

4 Despite this possibility for regulatory flexibility, exceptions
to 10 CFR requirements are rare. Therefore, if site-specific

, concerns are known ' to be important, the regulator might .have '

| reason to prefer using. a regulatory instrument which can be
tailored on a case-by-case basis (e.g., a license).

Consistent with the view of regulations as generic is the
notion that they tend to be general. This characterization
is useful, but again has its exceptions. Part 30, containing
generally applicable rules for domestic licensing of by produ ct
material which governs a substantial number of licenses, provides
both an example and the counterexample. Most of the part defines
what. materials and f acilities are subject to these requirements
and how licenses may be obtained and maintained. There are

~'tw o brief sections defining criteria for granting a Part 30- .

license. The first, 30.33, "Gener al r equir ement s for issuance
of specific license, " states criteria at a level of detail typified
by the following:

(a) An application for a specific license will be approved
,

if: (1) .. . (2)The applicant's proposed equipment and f acilitiesL

j are adequate to protect health and minimize danger to life
or property...

.
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Similarly, 10 CFR 30.34, " Terms and Conditions of Licansas,"
states, in effect, that the Commission may add to the conditions
of any license at the time it is issued or subsequently "as
it deems appropriate or necessary in order to: (1) promote
the common def ense and security; (2) protect health or to minimize
danger to life or proper ty : . . . "

In the same section, however, we find 30.34(g):

Each licensee preparing technitium-99 in radiopharmaceuticals
f rom molybdenum-99/technitium-99m generators shall test
the generator eluates for molybdenum-99 breakthrough in
accordance with 35.14(b) (4) (i) through (iv) of this chapter.

The examples represent extremes of the r ela tion ship between
regulation and licensing practice. The very general regulations
cited here support detailed license application criteria requiring
specific equipment and facilities. The detailed requirements,
on the other hand, is repeated almost verbatim in licensing
guidance, with little additional elaboration in some cases.
Thus, we can say that although regulations may be a good choice
to implement generic or general requirements it is not necessary
that this be done. Conversely, a regulator can suitably condition
a requirement or rely on exemption to utilize a regulation which
may not apply to all cases.

Pragmatically, it is less f requent to see a specific requirement
implemented in the regulations than it is to see general requirements
expressed in another form of instrument. This observation is
based on some additional characteristics of regulations: they
have a long lead tilme for introduction, they are difficult and.
costly to implement, and of ten stimulate more controversy than
lower level changes. Since regulations are law, there is a
prescribed process through which significant modifications must
go. The process includes advance publication in the Federal
Register, public comment, response to public comment, and likely
modification of the p' oposed rule. The cycle may be iterated
several times, and the result may be delay or indefinite postponement
of a final rule. This period may include, in complex cases,
involved public and industry meetings. Note tha t this process
is interleaved with a broad internal production and review cycle
within the NRC, often spanning s ev er al maj or offices at the
staff l ev el , separate r ev iew by the ACRS (Advisory Committee -

p
.

on Reactor Safeguards) and, of course, ultimate r ev-i ew by the
Commission itself (i.e., the five Commissioners). Finally,
it should be noted that 10 CFR 51 delineates r eq uir ements for
the Commission to satisfy criteria of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). These include the requirement for
an Environmental Impact Statement for substantive changes to
10 CFR Parts 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 71, 73, and 100 (from an environ-
mental impact point of view). Adopting a new approach to material
control and accounting could fall in this category. If not,.
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en analyaic would be required to demonstrato that the changa
was not substantive (10 CFR 51.4 4 (c) ) . It is likely, though,
that a negative declaration could be based on arguments that
no impact was expected since safeguards r eq uir eme nt s had not
been relaxed.

Finally, two additional characterizations of regulations
as opposed to other regulatory instruments may be appropriate.
First, although the enabling legislation does not appear to
explicitly require it, all NRC licensed activity is also covered
by the provisions of some part of the regulations. The coverage
may be very broad, adding no significant criteria for licensability
or operation, but to the best of our knowledge the applicable
regulations exist in each case. Second, the process of promulgating
a formal r eq ui r em ent , although painstaking, is valuable f or
communication among interest groups, including the various agencies
of the Federal Government, the state governments, the regulated
industry, and the public at large. It would be unacceptable
in certain cases to circumvent the process by failing to issue
a new or modified regulation.

* 2.2.3.2 Reculatory Guides. Regulatory Guides are a series
of documents providing elaboration of criteria in 10 CFR Parts
0-199, evaluation methods or assumptions which the staff has
found acceptable in assessing compliance with a requirement,
acceptable methods of implementing certain systems or f unctions,
or guidance in composing a license application. (They were
initially called " safety Guides," and some early ones still
bear this ti tl e. ) They are ca tego riz ed into ten divisions,
as f ollows:

.

.

p
-

.

|
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Division Area

I 1 Power Reactors

2 Research and Test Reactors'

3 Fuels and Materials Facilities

4 Environmental and Siting-

5 Materials and Plant Protection

6 Products

7 Transportation

8 Occupational Health

. 9 Antitrust and Financial Review

10 General .

:

These Regulatory Guides do not have the "f orce and effect of
law" as do regulations. They are, however, widely used in establish-
ing interpretations of rules and acceptability criteria for
them. A previous study by members of this study team found
that . de spi te the admonition that the Guides are only guidance.
and that a licensee can propose acceptable alternatives, it
is h'ighly unlikely that. an applicant would have an alternative
accepted. In the area of reactor licensing, the applicant generally
takes a much more active role than do those small material users;'

therefore, they may be more successful in establishing alternatives
to the positions in the applicable Regulatory Guides. In th'ose

,

cases, however, the analysis is much more complex, and deviation<

from the norm more risky. Thus, in practice, Regulatory Guides
are a common source of " requirements" in the sense of this . discus- -

in a non deterministic sense, they are responsiblesion. That is, -

for a large degree of the unif o rmity seen in licenses which
is unexplained by common requirements in-.the regulations. -Once
again, though, we must express caution regarding ' inconsistency.

! - Some Regulatory Guides are not ' even ~as explicit as the related
L regulation. In many cases, how eve r, Regulatory Guides provide
| substantially more detailed criteria than do the regulations.

In terms of impact, production of Regulatory Guides tends
to be much less expensive and more flexible than is promulgation -:

.. .

of a regulation. _ This rescits directly from the fact that they
L are not law nor issued by the Commission, but are-in fact issued
|- |by the Regulatory Staff. The review th ey undergo varies, but
! for a consequential guide the review can be considerable, internal-

ly. - A licensee is f ree, in principle, to deviate f rom the practice'

or evaluation presented in the Guide, so that much of the negotiation
associated. with public comment on rules may be def erred in the
cases of Guides to individual licensing case review rather than
wholesale conflict over the Guide.,

|
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As mentioned before, reactor-related RGs differ f rom othersi

somewhat in practice and utilization. In the nuclear materials '

area, the issuance of a Guide can be a relatively lengthy process
due to the relatively low prio ri ty of non-reactor Guides and;

; the limited visibility of an RG compared with a regulation.
In some cases, draft Regulatory Guides have existed for years
without being finalized. Since they are not binding, they are
still usable as guidance even in draft form if they express

,

the. position of the licensing staff. In this form, however,
they may be less than adequate. Writing and approving a Regulatory,

' Guide can take resources from several offices, including the
relevant program office and the Office of Research. Th ey ar e
also of ten subj ect to ACRS or other review. Finally, one must, '
consider the impact of the dichotomy between the nominal use
of an RG as " guidance" and its likely use to define criteria'

without the level of review and comment afforded regulations.
Qualitativ ely, it appears that NRC staff would be much more

'

likely to prefer to use guidance .than to promulgate a regulation;

and a formal Regulatory Guide is perhaps the most common form
of - guidance.

2.2.3.3 Standards. Standards here ref ers to the use of I'

industry standards, as opposed to the work performed by NRC's
former Office of Standards (now part of Research) . NRC is of ten

';
represented on various standards committees and, in turn, often
incorporates such standards by ref erence in other instruments.

- For instance, the American Society . of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes are incorporated by r ef e r'en ce
in 10 CFR 50, and in several Regulatory Guides as well. NRC
is free in doing so to adopt only portions of the standard or
otherwise to modify it for use in a nuclear f acility. These
standards have no independent effect on nuclear regulation apart-

f rom-. use in another instrument. In practice, however, if a
! broad, technically qualified group can resch.a consensus, the'

- resulting standard is likely to have some value' to a variety
of users, including NRC.

Standard setting outside NRC is generally a 'long, expensive
process in its own right. It is generally of value when a large
enough group has commercial interest in a common standard.
It is unlikely to be pertinent - to . use of strategic analysis
in MC&A.

~ ~

2.2.3.4- - Standa rd Review Plans. A standard review plan
is a blueprint for the license review process, . including items
to be evaluated and criteria to be applied. It is therefore
; of considerable value to an applicant as well as to a r eviewer.
. It has roughly - the status of a Regulatory Guide, although it
is focused more on what the r eview process should be than on
what evaluation method is acceptable. A standard review pl an,
in' the sense ~ intended here, exists only for reactor licensing.

,
- Elsewhere in NRC licensing, review checklists and other less.
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! ambitious or formal plans exist. The development of particular
, . equipment would not in di ca te that a standard review plan was
'

neede d. However, if a plan existed, a criterion could be effectively
implemented by incorporating it in the plan as ' standard practice.

J

2.2.3.5 .kice n se Conditions. Licensing has already been
- discussed to some extent. License conditions are the instruments
which justify the premise that many non-binding " requirements"

,

are actually binding. As pointed out in the discussion of Regulatory
Guides, a de f acto standard is of ten extremely influential across
many licenses, even if it is not legally a requirement. A license

'

i condition allows a license reviewer to "close the loop" on such
" r eq ui r ement s , " by stipulating that the licensee must abide

,

by the terms of his final license application. This application *

'

would reference or use the criteria found in a Regulatory Guide
or other instrument. The net effect is that of a legally binding
requirement.

,

some license conditions establish common requirements without
; any other instrument. In these cases as well, a common requirement
' is incorporated in a condition to the license. Thus, even if
: a criterion is not written elsewhere, it may act as a requirement

by virtue of appearing consistently in many licenses.

The impact of conditioning a single license is minimal. -

It .may be expensive if contested by a license applicant, but'

one would presume that the applicant would object at least as
strongly to the requirement if published in some. other form

f (e.g., as a Regulatory Guide) . The cost of repeatedly evaluating
| and . incorporating . conditions on a case by case basis for each

license can be expensive, especially where there are many licensees'

(e.g., materials licenses under Parts 30 and 40). However,
in the case of the Category I licensees, who are subject to
the stricter material control and accounting requirements, individual'

, _ license modifications could be a realistic approach to establishing
a new practice.

2.2.3.6 Other. Sev er al other instruments are used or
have been used to impose criteria on licensed activities. One
such example is the Branch Technical Position, used at one time
within NRR. It has largely been superseded 1, use of Regulatory
Guides and the Standard Review Plan, .although the regulations

,

still - ref er to som e. The use of Branch Technical Po si tions .- -

points out, however, that a position taken by even a small organi-
zational unit responsible for a given type of licensing effectively
imposes requirements with little overhead associated with review
and promulgation. - Since the Branch -is largely responsible for
that portion of licensing review and have considerable discretionary
: pow er, the written position merely codified a standard practice.
. By . itself, it has no legal stature, but-in co nj un ctio n . wi th
the license review and approval process it can eff ectively implement
" requirements" in the sense used within this paper.-
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i NUREG reports are informational documents produced by NitC,
of ten reporting the results of a research program or other commission

4 activities. Rath er than rewriting them into a rule or a guide,
how ev e r, they are sometimes distributed and used as another
form of guidance. The incremental impact of this use (compa red
with the original cost of producing the report) is low, although
its effectiveness relative to another instrument may be more

; variable, depending on mutual acceptance of the approach by
licensing staff and the license applicant.

Finally, we should briefly note that although inspection
-is not ostensibly a criterion-setting activity to the extent
that . regulation and licensing are, it is, of necessity, iudamental.

,

Therefore, criteria are in effect established according to what
,

an inspector does or does not notice or util iz e. There are
criteria ' and training for the inspection program which attempt

,

to standardize.what " good inspection practice" should be. Itt

might be possible to make use of the inspection program as an
regulatory practice, especiallyi implementation vehicle for a new

one like the use of strategic analysis.

I 2.3 The Use of Stratecic Analysis for Material Accountinc !

!

! The existing' strategic analysis model for material accounting
(NUREG/CR-0490) is principally directed toward selecting a def ender

: strategy for estimating actual material losses, and possibly
'

an alarm th r esh ol d, given measured inv entory dif f er ences. It
assumes two players (defender and diverter) with opposing interests,

(zero sum game) f6r a particular payoff function. It is used.

| as -if material accounting were the only component of safeguards
| evaluation, and as if timely detection were the only function
; of. material accounting. In particular, NUREG/CR-0490 (pp. 2-4)

states that " nuclear material account'ing saf eguards in the nuclear
| industry relies on material. balance accounting. This accounting

signals the o,ccurrence of losses, ,if any, and may be the basis .t

for subsequent inspection and recovery actions.... The decision-
making problem is, .given a MDF [ material "naccounted f or] reading,
- what action should be taken to verify possible theft and/or
recover material that may po ssibly have been diverted. . . . The
essential saf eguards material accounting decision problem is

, ,
. how to establish the alarm threshold in a manner to satisfy i-

safeguards objectives. "

As noted earlier, this may not reflect the most accurate
impression of the role of material accounting. For instance,

,

p the Material Control and Accounting Task Force identified assurance,
not-detection, as the most significant role of material accounting.
Assurance is directed toward verifying whether the safeguards
system is under control and f unctioning -as intended. It also
provides one means - by which alarms may be assessed to aid in

i ,

!
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estimation of the probability, time, and amount of loss. Functioning
as an assurance mechanism, the material accounting system may
be used to respond to a variety of " signals," including alarms
(possible detections) resulting from inventory analysis or f rom
other parts of the safeguards system (e.g., material control
syst em) . In some cases, assurance is required to assess non-
alarm signals (e. g. , communicated threat messages, intelligence
information). Finally, assurance plays a role in safeguards
management unrelated to response and alarm assessment; i .e.,
demonstrating tha t the system is under control and providing
a baseline for future measurements. Certainly, a greater degree
of effectiveness of material accounting as a timely detection
mechanism could shift the emphasis from accounting primarily
for assurance to accounting principally for detection. The
ina deq ua cy of material accounting as the principal means of
timely detection, however, is at least partially based on inevitable
process noise in the measured data itself. Since this noise
is unrelated to adversary action, it would affect th e efficacy
of strategic analysis as well as conventional material accounting.
In any case, the model as formulated emphasizes what is currently
perceived by NRC as a secondary material accounting f unction.
If material accounting using an improved strategic analysis
model is to provide an adequate detection mechanism, some research
may be indicated to resolve a natural skepticism as to its absolute
effectiveness in that role (as distinguished f rom its effectiveness'

relative to current practice) .

In addition to the possible overemphasis on the impvrtance
of material accounting as a contributor to effective diversion
detection, th e existing strategic analysis model appears to
under emphasiz e the contribution of the rest of the safeguards

,

I system to saf eguards decisions. Such an assumption is not necessary
to a strategic analysis model, and should be avoided in any
impl em enta tion--wor thy model. NUREG/CR-0490 (p. 11) says, "The,

'

defender's decisions are: given a MUF reading, whether to alarm
or not and what pr elimina ry estimate of unauthorized diversion
to make, based upon the MUF reading. This preliminary diversion
estimate will influence the def ender in the resources he allocates
for the post-alarm search. A final estimate of diversion sho uld

| be based upon not only the results of the post-alarm search,
| but also relevant information from other safeguards system (e.g.,

the physical security sy st em and the material control system)
as well as pertinent e xternal intelligence inf ormation, police -

.,.

r epo r ts , etc. This study, howev er, is concerned only with the:

material accounting system. Consequently when we talk about-
the estimate of the amount diverted, we mean only the preliminary,

'

estimate based upon the MUF reading in and of itself." Despite
l

the acknowledgement of a role for other parts of the safeguards
sy st em, this assumption does not account for the realistic role
play ed by these other subsystems in signaling, assessing, and

, responding to an alarm.
l

.
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Subsequent sections of this report discuss cartain technical
assumptions of the existing model (e.g., tw o-per so n , zero sum
assumptions). It , should be noted here, however, that material
accounting roles are relevant to several of these considerations
as well' For instance, the f ramework for saf eguards obj ectives,.

goals, and functions discussed above from NRC's pers pe ct iv e
is actually part of a larger structure, with similar but n.ot
identical features for operators, and for diverters as well.
Inventory data are recorded and material balances drawn at least
in part to satisfy the operator's payoffs that may reflect different
attributes and utilities than NRC's. Thus, the def ender must
be carefully specified if a useful pay of f function is to be
constructed.

.

In each of the above cases, discrepancies between the model's
assumptions and actual or perceived material accounting roles
may affect both th e technical adeq ua cy and the acceptability
of this application of strategic analysis. Some of these points
will be discussed further in the balance of this report.
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3.0 FRAMEWORK FOR FEASIBILITY EVALUATION

3.1 Need for a Framework

Assessing the f easibility of applying strategic analysis
in a regulatory context involves the examination of a large
number of analytic and organizational options with respect to
numerous criteria or dimensions of feasibility. It is critical,
for example, that strategic analysis as such not be pronoun ced
infeasible due to flaws in a single proposed model, or, converse-
ly, that important obstacles to its implementation not be over-
looked. Confiden ce in the con clusion s of such an assessment
depends on some assurance of completeness, both with respect
to options and criteria. To provide such assurance, a systematic
f ramework has been created within which both options and criteria
of feasibility may be placed. The framework is meant to include
all, or at least most, of the major options f acing the NRC and
all, or at least most, of the features r el evant for s ele ction
of . an option for actual implementa tions.

Utilizing this framework, each option can be analyzed with
respect to each relevant evaluative criterion. The goal, however,
is not a final pronouncement regarding feasibility in each case.
Rather, the advantages of structuring the discussion in this
way are threefold: first, it provides a powerful means of organ-
izing currently available inf ormation about .the relative merits
and f easibility of diff erent approaches to the analysis of inventory
diff erences; second, we can pinpoint areas where the feasibility
of an approach has no.t been proved or disproved, but where additional
evaluative research is required; finally, we can suggest directions
for the development of new analytic or organizational approaches
to strategic analysis that retain the advantages but avoid the.

shortcomings of currently proposed methods.

3.2 Overview of the Framework

'

The f ramework f or f ea sibility evaluation consists of two
parts:

- a breakdown of f easibility into maj or component criteria
that are conceptually distinct and may be in de pen den tly -

y .

; addressed
a' breakdown of met;h ods for applying strategic analysis-

into a set of roughly independent features or options

. Fea sibility criteria (Exhibit 3-1) fall under two main
l' headings: technical and organizational. Technical f ea sibility,

in turn, breaks down into validity and practicality; organizational
feasibility is subdivided into subcriteria concerning both imple--
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:montation and enf orcement with respect to both the NRC and to
the relevant facility.

Options for the implementation of a strategic analysis
mo del also fall under technical or ga niza tional ca te go rie s.,

Technical options (Exhibit 3-2) involve the common set of elementsi

possessed by all game-theoretic models: players, setting, strate-
gies (of th e defender and diverter) , and payoff functions (of

! the defender and diverter) . The NUREG/CR-04 90 model is only
one _ point in a rather large space of strategic analysis approaches
which might be considered (along with current practices) as
methods for analyzing inventory differences. Organizational 1

: options (Exhibit 3-3) concern methods of implementation and
'

of enforcement.

| 3.3 Role of Material Accountino Obiectives
,

I In evaluating the options (laid out in Exhibits 3-2 and
3-3) against the criteria (in Exhibit 3-1) , an important additional
concern is the objective or set of obj ectives which strategic
analysis and material accounting are thought to be serving (see
Section 2.0 above). The Material Control and Material Accounting
Task Force (NUREG-0450) identifles four potential ' obj ectives:
deterrence, prevention, response, and assurance. Exhibit 3-
4 describes in broad terms the functions that material accounting

,.

I would have to perform to contribute to each of these objectives.
Thus, any contribution of material accounting to pr ev ention

:

(i.e., the disruption of an on going div er sio n attempt) would
,
' require either timely detection based on material accounting

or timely use of material accounting to verify (i.e., back-up)
~

the results of other systems (e.g. , physical security or material
control) . In fact, as noted in Section 2.0, a timely detection

,

role for material accounting seems highly improbable.
,

A contribution of material accounting to the response objective
(where th e' . ext ent of an already-accomplished diversion must
be assessed) r equires either that it be the initial source of
the detection or that it verify or rectify the conclusion of
some other system. Material accounting contributes to assurance
by demonstrating that the process of measuring inventory diff erences,

i f alls within statistically acceptable limits. --

.

The f ramework or merit of a particular method of _ analyzing _
inventory differences may depend in a dramatic fashion on which
of these functional requirements is thought to ae pr eeminent.

; 'Ihe objectives and requirements establish the relative importance
of -the feasibility criteria laid out in Exhibit 3-1. For example,
prevention emphasizes practicable methods that can be applied
quickly, even if at some expense in accuracy, while assurance,

j sets the opposite priority. As another example, both prevention
,

|.
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Exhibit 3-1 '

Criteria for Feasibility Evaluation

FEASIBILITY OF STRATEGIC ANALYSIS
.

l I
Technical [ Organizational / Implementation i

.

a
- I

_ 1

| | | A
*

'

-Validity Practicality NRC Facility

Formal Justifi- Analytic Imolementation Costs Implementation Costs
cation Tractability

Enforcement Costs Enforcement Costs
Plausibility of -Inputw-

N Assumptions Availability Disruption Acceptability

Output Completeness Understandability,

.

I

t
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Exhibit 3-2
' Technical Options.for Strategic Analysis-

OPTIONS

I
Technical- Organizational

.

| | | |
'

-

Defender's Diverter's.
.

Defender's Diverter's Payoff Payoff-

Players Setting Strategies " Stratsgies Function Function

* Multiple * Multiple * Fixed Versus * Upper Limit Accounting '* Zero Sum*

Players Time- Variable Versus On Amount Accuracy Versus Versus
Periods Imperfectly Diverted Detection Versus Non-Zero

!$ * No Diverter i Known Fixed Deterrence Sum
* Multiple Threshold

'

,

Facilities. Functional Form
* Multiple (e.g., linear-

. Thresholds versus non-linear
(and re- versus ordinal)
sponses)

* Social.Versus
Financial Costs

-
'

Adjustable to
Individual
Facilities?

.

9
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Exhibit 3-3
Organizational Options.for Strategic Analysis

OPTIONS
I

i :
"

Technical Organizational
_ 1

I I

Implementation- Enforcement

* Regulations * Allocation between NRC
. and Facility Operator

* Regulatory Guides (e.g. , selecting alarm
; - threshold in mixed

* License Conditions strategy)
,
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Exhibit 3-4
Material Accounting Functions and Objectives

Functions SafeguardsTo AchieveRequired Ob]ectives

Timely Detection
or ) Prevention Deterrence

Timely Verification

DeterrenceDetsetion ,

> Response (of long-term'or
Verification diversions)

.

: Statistical Control > Assurance ,
,

,
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and response (in contrast with assurance) require that conclusions
regarding the possible occurrence of a div er sion be u til iz ed
in potential actions against the diverter (not just in actions
to improve the measurement process) . As a result, the importance
of conditions of formal validity based on decision theory and
strategic analysis is much heightened. Finally, v erifi ca tion
(as opposed to detection) requires a capa bility to pr ov ide ,
as part .of the method's output, an integrated assessment incor-.

porating the outputs of the systems, such as physical security
1 and material control, into the conclusions of material accounting.
.

3.4 Technical Feasibility

1

i In subsequdnt sections of this report, technical and organi- ,

! zational options, respectively, for implementing strategic analysis
will be reviewed in terms of the feasibility criteria in Exhibit

j 3-1. In this section, we discuss each technical criterion briefly,
m.entioning the technical options upon which it has particular

j impact.

1 3.4.1 Formal Justification. Formal justification refers to
the prescriptive adequacy of an analytic technique as a method#

for drawing conclusions or recommen ding action in the face of-'

uncertainty and competing obj ectives. Perhaps the most significant
application of this criterion is to the comparison of current

i practice (based on, classical statistics) and strategic analysis
per se . (as a general approach) . - The classical hypothesis testing
. method indicates when an observed inventory difference exceeds

,

thresholds that would only rarely (e.g., 5% of the time) be
. . exceeded by chance if there were no diversion. But unlike strategic
' analysis, no explicit justification is offered concerning the

choice of a particular threshold for " alarm" or for taking action
'(e.g., clean-o ut inventory) Strategic analysis, by contrast,.

offers a systematically justified method for balancing the costs
of a f alse alarm against the benefits of detection.

( A second important hpplication of this criterion is in
'

I the choice among specific strategic analysis models. For example,
L

_

in NUREG-0290 the defender's alarm threshold is regarded as-

a fixed parameter within the solution of the game; recommendations
regarding the threshold are made by optimizing def ender payoffs
with respect to that parameter. NUREG/CR-0490 shows that defender
payof f s may be substantially improved by treating - the alarm

L threshold as a strategic variable which is optimized within
j the game solution. (The latter approach, for that particular
; .model,. yields a random mix of thresholds as the optimal strategy.)

.
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j 3.4.2 Plausibility of Assumptions. Analytically tractable models,
with readily available inputs, typically involve a variety of

'simplifying assumptions. The issue raised by this criterion
is whether those assumptions are adequately realistic within
the intended scope of application of the model, either because

i they are strictly true or because when they f ail to hold, model
output and' def ender payoffs are insensitive to violations.

,

Among the assumptions incorporated in the NUREG/CR-0490
i model, and to be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.0,
j are the following:

i - There is at least one, and only one, potential diverter;

- Diversions take place within a single inventory period;<

- Diversion attempts are focused on a single f acility;,

| - Diverter payoffs are exactly opposite to the defender's
'

(the zero sum assumption);

- The cost of diversion is linear in the amount diverted;

The diverter has not interf ered with' records or with-

*

the measurement process.,

t

3.4.3 Outout Compl et ene ss. This criterion ref ers to the extent
to which desired information is included within the output of

, -a model. For example, NUREG/CR-0490 model posits a single alarm
threshold, hence, can make recommendations regarding only a
single action alternative (e.g., invento ry or no inventory) .

,

: A more complete model might specify a variety of th r esholds
corresponding to the severity of the situation and the disruptiveness

.

of the recommended action. The NUREG/CR-0490 model is also
! incomplete in not providing an integrated output capable of

incorporating information that might, in some ci rcumstance s,
be ..available from other components of the safeguards sy s t em.

~

Finally, in many instances non-zero sum strategic models fail
to specify a stable optimal action alternative at all, or specify

; several " optimal"' actions.
,

3.4.4 Analytic Tractability. To be successful, a model must -

'' ~

not only be valid (i.e., formally justifiable based on realistic
assumptions, providing appropriate output), but it must be practic-
able. Analytic t r actability is relative to the computational
resources available and to the urgency with 'which a solution
is r eq ui r ed. None th el es s, th e tradeoff betw een validity and

,

practicality can be severe. Generalizations of strategic analysis
,

which drop the simplifying assumptions mentioned previously
entail a cost in workability; e.g., provision for multiple or
no diverters, multiple defenders, multiple time period, and .

multiple facilities, non-linear utility f unctions, and diverter
'

.

strategies which include interference with the measurement process.
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The same is true of models which include interf erence with the
measurement process. The same is true of models which provide4

; more complete output; e.g. , multiple action thresholds and output
integrated with information from other safeguard systems. Each
recommended extension of the strategic analysis model must involve
a careful weighing of costs and benefits.

.

3.4.5 InDut Availability. A second aspect of practicality is
.

the practical obtainability of inputs at the level of reliability
and accuracy required by a model. Inputs for which obt'ainability
is an issue include:

,

Errors in the estimation of inventory differences in-

the absence of diversion, including such potential sources
of error as interf erence with records, holdover of material,
and bookkeeping errors.

The, probability of no diverter and the probabilities-

.

of various different types of diverter groups.i-

- Payoff functions for different types of diverter groups.

- A comprehensive listing of plausible diverter strategies.

3.5 Oroanizational/ Implementation Feasibility

In addition to -the technical criteria, f easibility must
also . include criteria reflecting the costs (not j ust financial)
of implementing strategic analysis. Even if strategic analysis
is shown to be both valid and technically practical, th e ef for t
involved in implementing it may be such that the potential safeguards
gains are not sufficient to offset the organizational costs
required. In the f ollowing, we briefly describe the organizational /

!, implementation criteria that must be considered. Again, various
options will be evaluated with respect to these criteria.in
the subsequent section.

3.5.1 NRC Impl em ent a ti on Cost. This criterion refers to the
,

monetary costs associated with dev eloping and implementing a'

strategic analysis model (or models) . In particular, it includes
L personnel costs for any NRC staff that would be involved in -

F the effort and costs for outside contract research. Obviously
~

such costs would not be incurred if strategic analysis were
not pursued. The extent of these costs will vary- depending

I upon the strategic analysis model developed (particularly research
costs) and the. type of instrument (e.g., regulation, Regulato ry .| '
Guide) used for implementation.

| 3.5.2 NRC Enforcement Costs. These costs are associated with
NRC enf orcement of the use of strategic analysis. They reflect
differences between costs associated with enforcement of strategic'

,

analysis and costs of enforcing the currently used material:
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. accounting procedures. Both routine inspection costs and costs
of responding to alarms are included. The latter costs will
depend in part, for example, on the number of f alse alarms produced
by using strategic analysis versus current practices.

3.5.3 NRC Disruption. This criterion ref ers to the " hassles"
involved in changing or expanding f rom the current procedures
to a new procedure based on strategic analysis. It goes beyond-

financial eff ects to incorporate what might be called organizational'

stress. It includes, for example, any difficulties in negotiating
with f acility operators, the non-monetary administrative difficulties:

of interacting with and responding to the public, and any requirement
to interact with Congress, as well as internal NRC discussion;

and and negotiation. This criterion is affected primarily by2

the instrument used to impl em ent strategic analysis if it is
implemented.

.

3.5.4 Fa cil ity Imolementation Costs. These costs are thosei

; incurred by the f a cili ty operator in implementing strategic
analysis. They include primarily personnel costs, and costs

,

| associated with training staff in new procedures, and costs
resulting f rom the need to collect and/or analyze new information

'

(e.g., costs for incorporation into the payoff f unction) .
i

| 3.5.5 Facility Enforcement Costs. The f acility will also incur
costs in the on going use of strategic analysis which may differ-

I,
f rom costs associated with current practice. These costs include
both routine costs such as record keeping and data collection,

j and costs associated with responding to alarms.

3.5.6 Facility Ac ce pt a bil i ty . While the NRC clearly does not '
-

i have to have the voluntary agreement of f acility operators to
- implement strategic analysis, industry support is still desirable

.

and would probably lead to more efficient implementation and
more effective use of strategic analysis. Thus, this criterion

: is included.
1

. 3.5.7 Unde r st a nda bil ity by Facility. . This criterion is'not
! independent of the previous one, but separate consideration
| is desirable to point out potential difficulties. Again strategic
i analysis need not - be f ully understood by the facility operator

to be_ implemented, but if it.is not, additional guidance from
'

-..

the NRC may be required as may be training programs. This criterion
'

is included because it is particularly relevant to certain options
(e.g., use of mixed strategies).

:

.

*

I

'

:
'
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4.0 EVALUATION OF STRATEGIC ANALYSIS OPTIONS
;

As noted in section 3 .0, many options for implementing
strategic analysis are available, including both alternative

! game-theoretic models (technical options) such as the NUREG/CR-
0450 model, and alternative NRC implementation appr oa ch es.

| The feasibility of strategic analysis as a safeguards system
| is highly dependent upon which of t.h ese options are selected

,'

for development and possible implementation. Therefore, we ,

have. chosen to evaluate th e f easibility of independent parts
of a total strategic analysis system using the framework described

i. above. This evaluation will pr ov ide the necessary analysis
to suggest which parts would be combined to produce the mosti

feasible stritegic analysis approach, and whether such an approach'

; is to be preferred over the current practice.

Our f easibility evaluation here follows the organization
j of options presented in Exhibit 3-2. The f ollowing discussion
' describes these . options in more detail and evaluates their f easi-

bility using the criteria described. in Section 3.3. In addition,
more technical detail regarding the technical options and their
feasibility can be found in the Appendix, along with a discussion
of relevant literature. After assessing th e . f ea sibility of
.the various options, both technical and organizational, we again

i apply the f easibility criteria to compare strategic analysis

| more generally with current practice.

4.l' Technical Options

The technical options are divided into the common elements
of game-theoretic models : players, setting, strategies, and
payoff functions. ' Options available for each of these elements4

; are described and evaluated below. .

|; 4.1.1 Players. A primary technical question is whether - the
L material accounting process should= be modeled :using a two-person

,

game-theoretic-model or a multiple-player (more than -two players)
model. The previously developed model is a tw o-pe r son game
with a single diverter and a single defender. Initial consideration

_

W of the nuclear safeguards context might suggest that such a-

: simplified game does not adequately represent this complex context.
. In particular, some might argue that both the NRC and the f acility
operator-should be incorporated because their obj ectives - do
not necessarily coincide as is implied by a single def ender.
-In addition, multiple diverters may be present, possibly'with
.different obj ectives and therefore payoff functions. The public,

,

' or even different segments of the public, could also be included'

-

explicitly as players.
.
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Sev eral of the f easibility criteria distinguish between
'

two person and multiple-player games. While both have adequate'

*

- formal justification, the assumptions required for the two-person
game are somewhat less plausible. All other things being equal,'

multiple-player games clearly have the ability to more accurately
i model the safeguards context. The two person game, h ow ev e r,

is generally an adequate- representation of the context, if payof f
i functions are properly developed. For example, the def en de r's

pay of f f unction can include potential ef f ects on the public*

that .make the need for the public to be a separate player less'

important. A similar argument suggests that the f acility operator's
pay offs can also be incorporated into the defender's pay of f
function. While multiple diverters is clearly a credible assumption,<

the use of a two-person, zero sum game in which the diverte r ' s
obj ectives are assumed to be diametrically opposed to the def ender's '

L represents a worse-case, and therefore conservative assumption.
(This is discussed more extensively in the subsequent discussion
of the diverter's payoff function.)

,

Since the plausibility of assumptions is the only criteriori -
on which multiple player games are more feasible than two-player
games, the effects on other criteria indicate that a two-pe r son
game model is more feasible overall. With respect to technical'

criteria, two-player games are to be pref erred because. of output
completeness, analy tic tra ctabili ty, and input av a ila bili ty.i

'

One of the important output capabilities of any such model is
; sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses, at least certain
! types, are relatively straight-forward with two-player games.

They can be very difficult, on the other hand, with multiple-
play er games. In addition, multiple-player games may be quite '

,

difficult to solve, requiring relatively onerous numerical methods.
Finally, multiple player games obviously require considerably.

!
'

more inputs than tw o-play er games, in clu ding the strategies
'

and payoff functions for each player. Given the difficulties
; .. in developing such inputs, particularly the payof f function, ,

this is a critical advantage for two-player gam'es.

. Two-player games are also more feasible in terms of the
,

or ga niz ation/impl ementa tion criteria. Because of their added!

| complexity, multiple-player games would have higher implementation
j costs for both NRC and f acility operators. While enforcement

costs would not be appreciably different for the two models,
-

H .

a two-player game is likely to be -more understandable to f acility
operators. This will help with the acceptability, particularly

,

if the facility operator can see its own values (costs) represented'

in . the defender's . payoff function.

(. A second' option with respect to play er s is whether the
L diverter should be considered surely to be present. The NUREG/CR-
! 0490 model assumes, as would any traditional two-player game,
'

that the diverter- is indeed present with intent to obtain SNM..

i This may be an overly conservative assumption. In a model which
!
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gives no " credit" to the capabilities of other safeguards, this
further degree of conservatism may be excessive rather than
prudential. Modifications could be made in the strategic analysis
model to introduce a probabilistic representation of the diverter's
presence, i.e. the diverter can be assumed to be present with
some probability p. While this is a more realistic representation,
the determination of p would be difficult (reducing input avail-
ability) and the assumption that p is an exogenous quantity
independent of the def ender's strategy would itself be contro-
versial. The criticality of precision in the determination
of this pa r am ete r , however, could be assessed rather easily
using sensitivity analysis.

This option would have little effect on organizational /imple-
mentation criteria. Therefore, with respect to overall feasibility,4

! if strategic analysis is pursued, this option could be investigated
; at least to the point of developing the appropriate model modifica-

tions and perf orming the sensitivity analyses.t
1 -

| 4.1.2 settina. The primary options available in modeling the
! setting are to extend the single time period, single f acility

game to multiple time periods and/or multiple facilities. Neither
:- of these options particularly affects the formal justification

of the model, but both make the underlying assumptions morey

| plausible. A multiple time period game in which the diverter's
and defender's actions _at any time are linked to actions at'

previous times better represents the true situation. For example,
it is reasonable to assume that the amount of SNM a diverter,

i attempts to obtain depends upon whether any SNM has been previously
| obtained. Simila rly, actions at one f acility may depend upon

occurrences at other facilities. An organized diverter group
could attempt to spread its efforts to obtain SNM across several

! facilities, thus affecting its obj ectives and actions at any
single facility.

The _ advantages of multiple time period and multiple f acility'

models in terms of their plausibility of assumptions and realism
- are of f set to' some extent by some increases in the difficulty
of developing and solving the models (NRC implementa tion costsL

,

and analytic tractability) . Both types of models should generally !

prove solvable (with heightened effort) .if the comparable single -
'

period, single f acility model is solvable. The additional costs-- -

involved in . developing such modifications do not appear to'be
large, suggesting- that they should be investigated. If strategic
analysis is to be further developed, however, a moderating strategy
could include first the development of the basic. single period,;:

single f acility model, and subsequently its extension after'

initial testing.

4.1.3 Def en' der's Strateoies. Options to be considered 'for the
def ender's strategy include the use of variable (possibly mixed-

random) alarm thresholds, the withholding of information regarding
'
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th resholds , and the use of multiple alarm thresholds with appro-
priately varying responses. In a context such as the SNM safeguards
context, inf ormation regarding other actors'. strategies is clearly
valuable. The more a diverter knows about the defender's strategy,
the better the diverter's chances are of obtaining desired obj ec-
tive s. One way to deny information to the diverter is for the
defender to use a variable strategy--one that is not the same
in each situation even though the situation is comparable (e.g.,
the same ID is obtained). In particular, a randomized mixture
of strategies in which each of several strategies, si, may be '
selected with probabilities, pi, provides a variable strategy
that obviously denies the diverter inf ormation regarding tIie
def ender's strategy since even the def ender does not know which
strategy will be implemented until the random selection process
is completed. Such a mixed strategy is typically the optimal
strategy in game-theory models. The advantages of including
such randomization in strategies were demonstrated by the modifi-
cation to the original game theory model ( NUR EG-02 9 0) made in
NUREG/CR-0 4 90 which included the randomiz ed selection of the
alarm threshold.

With respect to formal justification, use of mixed strategies
is to be preferred to use of only a pure (not mixed) strategy.
Th e play er using a mixed strategy will always do at least as
well in terms of the payoff f unction as if a pure strategy is
used. This technical f ea sibility , how ev er , must be balanced
against _ effects on implementation criteria including enforcement
costs and possible- acceptability.

'

Although the use of a random device to determine what action
,

[ for the ' defender to take may initially seem inappropriate and
j therefore appear to affect acceptability; a careful explanation
| of the advantages of mixed strategies and a demonstration of

their improvement over pure strategies should be po s si bl e.'

This could be expected to reduce the effect of mixed strategies'

on acceptability to a negligible leirel.
~

,

On the other hand,- the use of a mixed strategy will increase
enf orcement costs. Mixed strategies require that several different-i

i actions be po s sibl e. In the safeguards context, this would
I r eq ui re that plans be made for each action, ra th er than for -

" '

only a single action as required for a pure strategy. Dev elopnent
of these plans would lead to additional expense. The amount
of this expense would depend on the number of possible actions
included in the mixed strategy, and their similarity. The f ewer

i and the more similar the actions (i.e., those that can benefit
from some j oint planning), the less the expense. However, few
and similar actions also limit the advantages of mixed strategies

i since they produce less uncertainty in the diverter. The optimal'

p
'

number and type of actions to be included in a mixed strategy
( is one topic that should be addressed if strategic analysis
; is to be f urther developed by the NRC.
i
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some of the advantages achieved by using mixed strategies
can also be obtained by using other methods to deny inf orma tion
regarding the defender's strategies to the diverter. For example,
if a single fixed alarm threshold were to be used as a pure
strategy, denying this information to the diverter would improve
the defender's pay of f. Such information could be classified,
though that does not provide complete assurance that the diverter
does not have the inf o rma tion. In general, regardless of the
strategic analysis model used, as much information as possible
should be kept from the diverter.

Another option is the use of multiple thresholds each with
different responses r eq uired. Such a model would reflect the
r eality th at different levels of ids can lead to fundamentally
different actions on the part of the NRC and the facility operator.

| This option would also provide a mechanism for incor porating
other aspects of the total safeguards system into the strategic
analysis model. For example, response actions could be based
on physical security information as well as measured ids.

This option represents a more realistic model of the safeguards
problem, thus rendering the assumptions more plausible. The
output is more complete because the response actions are more
comprehensively determined and are used explicitly in this model.
Multiple thresholds will, how ev er , req ui r e additional input.
In particular, the . responses must be a deq ua t ely defined and ,

the costs associated with them must be determined for inclusion
in the payoff f unction.

For these reasons, the multiple threshold model would also
be somewhat more expensive to develop and implement. The added
expense does not appear to be excessive, however, since it involves
primarily the development of needed input to the payoff function.
This input, which involves primarily NRC and f acility operator
costs for various actions, is a r ela tiv ely ine xpen sive part
of the pay of f function to dev elop, relativ e to the scale of
possible societal costs res ul ting from successful diversion.
Furthermore, analysis of alterna tive response levels and their
costs is a natural NRC activity whether or not strategic analysis
is adopted. Therefore, the added expense is probably justified. _

,

4 .1. 4 Diverter's Stratecies. The previously developed model
assumed an upper limit on the amount of SNM that a diverter
would attempt to obtain. While this assumption may approximately
represent the situation where a diverter would like to obtain
SNM'up to a fixed amount (e.g., the amount necessary f or a bomb)
above which additional SNM may have little value, it may be
unnecessarily restrictive. This fixed limit assumption improves
the analy tic t ractability of the model, making it easier to
's olv e. At this point, it is unclear how much more difficult-

to solve a model would be without this restriction. If, for
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,

! numerical convenience, such an upper limit is used in future
models, model developers and potential users should be suspicious
if the optimal action of the diverter is driven to this limit
- or if the model's sol utio n is particularly sensitive to the
amount of the limit. For example, the optimal strategy in the
previously developed model was not sen si tive to the assumed
upper limit.

4.1.5 Defender's Pavoff Fun ction. In the previously developed
,

.mo del, the payoff function was one of the most controversial
parts of the model (see e.g. NUREG/CR-0950) . This is not surprising
since it is undoubtedly one of the most difficult parts of the4

j - game to formulate in the saf eguards context. Rather than discussing
: particular difficulties with the specific payoff f unction in

NUREG-0290 and NUREG/CR-0490, that have been reviewed in NUREG/CR-!

0950, here we a.ddress the feasibility of more general options -

: in the developnent of the payoff function. .

In developing any payoff function, the specific objectives4

of the use of strategic analysis must be determined. In particular,
is . strategic analysis to be used for accounting accuracy, timely
detection, deterrence, assurance, or some combination of obj ectives,

with some specified relative emphases. Different answers to
.!' this question imply different payoff f un ctions. For example,

if accounting accuracy is the only obj ective of the material
accounting system in which strategic analysis could be deployed,

i then strategic analysis is probably inappropriate. Accounting
i accuracy does not involve a diverter and therefore should not
i be in the payoff function even if accounting accuracy is part

- of the relevant safeguards objectives. . If a deterrence obj ective
is taken to imply that the defender would be hurt by an attemptedi

; diversion, not j ust an actual diversion, then diversion attempts
even with no loss of SNM should be considered in dev eloping
the defender's payoff f unetion.

I Once the obj ectives of the strategic analysis have been
, determined, a specific payoff function representing these objectives'

can begin to be dev el ope d. Generally, such a f unction will
take the form of a multiple objective or multiattribute utility
function (e . g. , Keeney and Raiff a, 1976). The development of
such functions has proved to be feasible in numerous social ..

utility contexts (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976), but whether such' *

a function can be developed in the saf eguards context depends
on several issues.

In-general, a linear payoff function (one in which all
,

: terms are linear f unction of certain variables) w ill be the
i most analy tically tractable and the easiest on which to perform
! sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses can be performed,

for example, ina two-person zero-sum game without re-solving
the model. Alternatively, nonlinear functions may more accurately-

represent real val ue s , and therefore be more plausible. For

!
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example, if the f unction contains a term representing the cost
I of searching for SNM potentially diverted, and if this cost

is not proportional to the amount of SNM estimated to be missing
,

(e.g., the cost goes up at a faster rat.e than the amount missing),
then a nonlinear term is required. Thus, in order to adequately

'

represent defender values (i.e., the public as represented by
the NRC) , a nonlinear function is almost certainly needed.,

I Such a function comes with some negative effects on output complete-
ness in terms of sensitivity analyses and on analytic tractability.
As long as the model used is a two person zero-sum model, however,,

the game is solvable at least by using numeric methods and certain,

'

types of sensitivity analyses are possible.
,

'

An alternative to use of linear and nonlinear payoff functions
is the use of ordinal functions. These f unctions simply provide
a pref erence rank order on the value of the outcomes of various
actions rather than a n um erical representation of the value.

, To solve a game with an ordinal pay of f f unction requires that
i some level of confidence (e.g., 90%) be selected a priori.

The solution then identifies a strategy (possibly mixed) that
i assures achievement of the highest possible outcome-rank attainable

with the selected level of confidence regardless of the opponent's
strategy. (See Appendix for additional discussion and relevant

- literatur e. )
,

The advantage of using ordinal functions to represent payoffs
; is that the required input may be easier to obtain, particularly
: to the extent that j udgment must be used. It may be easier

and more acceptable, for policy makers, using whatever additional
expertise is av ail abl e, to rank order different outcomes than

. it would be to specify certain tradeoffs (e.g., search costs
| versus social costs of bomb explosion), even though such tradeoffs
'

might be implicit in the rank ordering. Also, no' assumptions
| are ' required on what the opponent's pref erence ranking is, or
: .how it relates to one's own.

The completeness of output ' of the ordinal model would be
less than for a linear or nonlinear model. Sensitive analysis
techniques have not been developed for such models. Also, the
optimal strategy only achieves the highest rank with some probability
not with certainty, and no attention is paid to how bad, bad
outcomes are or the chances they will occur.

_
--

Given the current status of research on ordinal game theory.

L models, they should be pursued only as a research adj unct to
the development of a nonlinear model. The research effort coulde

prove to be very valuable, if appropriate payoff functions cannot,

be otherwise developed.:

I Probably the most critical aspect of the payof f f unction
>

- is the incorporation of social costs. This, of course, is also
likely to be the most difficult. For example, some measure
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of the social cost of not recovering diverted material is needed.
Such a measure will most likely be based, at least in part,
on expert j udgment. It will require some determination of what
will happen if a diverter has some amount of SNM. These inputs
will be difficult to obtain since most people will not be willing
to be responsible for such a determination. H ow ev e r, these
inputs may possibly best be obtained using a group of experts
with subsequent review and concurrence by other experts and
policy makers.

Perhaps even more difficult inputs are the parameters which
would be needed to specify tradeoffs between various terms in
the payoff function. For example, even if only impl ici tly,
somehow the social effects of detonating a bomb must be equated
with search costs. Again, such inputs are primarily subj ective
and should be specified by senior policy makers. Although policy
makers are willing to make such tradeoffs in some social contexts
(e.g., Keeney and Raiff a,1976) , in a situation as contr over sial
and open to public reaction as the safeguards context, it is
not clear that such tradeoffs can be obtained. The NRC has
previously attempted to specify similar types of tradeoffs in
the developnent of safety goals. While some quantitative tradeoffs
were specified, e.g. radiation exposure r elated to dollars,
the process was difficult, time consuming, and e xpen sive ; and
the results were not comprehensive in terms of all pos sible
saf e ty effects and remain controversial. One can appear to
finesse such controversies by seeking to optimize a payoff JuLt
involving " big bang" or " big threat" co st s , subj e ct to a limit-
on the allowable " missed alarm" probability. But then the contro-*

versy has merely been concealed within the issue of how tha t
limit should be set. -

-

4 .1.6 p_iv er ter ' s Pavoff Fun ction. The develognent of strategic
analysis in the safeguards context to date has focused on zero,

sum game where the diverter's payoff function is assumed to
be diametrically opposed to the defender's. This is a conservative
assumption that allows the defender to do the best possible
(in terms of the payof f function) against the worst possible
opponent. The price for such protection is that such a model
may not be realistic in its as s umption s and as a result may .

H lead to a lower expected payoff to the defender than would a'

model that did not include the zero sum assumption.

I Non-zero sum situations are by no means implausible. For

| example, the div er t e r 's chief f ea r may w ell be apprehension.
| But the defender's chief goal need not be apprehension of diverter,

! but rather deterrence of diversion. (If def en der succeeded
| totally in the latter, the def ender would, quite happily, not

have any more diverters to apprehend!) Thus, the defender may
- exploit the diverter's tendency to rationally pursue his goal

(avoid apprehension) in order to achieve his own goal of reducing
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the f requency of div er si ons. Deterrence as an obj ective is
impossible in a zero sum game.

Exhibit 4-1 illustrates this argument with a highly simplitied
non-zero sum games. We suppose that the defender can either
conduct a cl ean-out inv entory (I) or not (I); and the diverter
may either divert material (D) or not (D). Defender and diverter
pref erences for outcomes are ordered as follows:

Defender Diverter

ID ID

ID' ID

ID ~55)
'

_

ID ID

Note the def ender most pr ef ers the outcome of no inventory and
no diversion (I5), while the diverter most dislikes' the situation

~

in which the diversion is detected (ID). We consider two ways
of playing this' game:

(i) Def ender plays a zero sum game based on his own payof ts,
ensuring himt elf a minimum payoff against a rational
and totally hostile adversary.f , This game has a saddle
point (always inventory) with a security 1evel of zero.

(ii) The def ender seeks an equilibrium pair of strategies
in the full non-zero sum game. Such an equilibrium
for the def ender involves a mixed strategy of inventorying

1/(1+a+c) and a game value ofwith probability P =

db/(1+b+d) for the defender. Thus, defender can improve
payoffs over his secarity lev el -by , playing against
the actual, rather than the hypothetical diverter.
How ev er , choosing the correct strategy requires the

! defender to know the values of a and c in the diverters
L payoff function (or at least in their sum) . Misestimation-'

of these quantities could leave ' the defender w'orse
''

off than in ci.
'

i )

It might be expected that the use of non-zero sum models -

,. .

would reduce the sensitivity of payoffs to detection thresholdL
| location. But the presence and magnitude of any sucli ef tect
; would have to, be examined for particular types of models..

N -
'

To change the z ero sum assumption, how ev er, would r equir e
the explicit modeling of div er t er objectives. Even with, the
z ero sum assumption, diverter's obj ectives must be considered.
For' example, although the existing strategic analysis model

; represents th e def ender 's . payof,f s, not th e ' diverter's, those
., payoffs are a function of the def ender's perception of potential

~

'

i adv er sa ri es . For instance, the model has a term representing
'

L
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Exhibit 4-1-
' Simplified Non-Zero Sum Game

Defender

I T
.

D -a,0 1,-d

5
t
s'

D -- c,b 0,1

.

Note: First entry is Diverter payoff, -

second.is Defender payoff.-

- 0.< a ,b ,c < 1
.

9

Oys

.~

%

G
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the value-to the defender, of recovery of the material diverted. <

:

This value, if it is to include the value of withholding material1

of strategic value to an adversary, will depend on the def ender's
perception of the adversary's motivations, intentions with regard
to utilization of the material, capabilities to carry out these
intentions, and the defender's estimation of the potential conse-

. quences resulting (directly or indirectly) from this implementation.
Thus, adversary characteristics and motivations are at least*

implicit in any reasonable choice of def ender payof t function.
Aside from their presence in the defender's payoff function,

adversary characteristics and motivations may be pertinent in
:: evaluating the appropriateness of certain modeling choices.

For instance, the zero sum assumption implies that adv ersary
payoffs are opposite to those of the defender. Information'

on.the credible' spectrum of adv er sa ri es could help determine
the degree of conservatism inherent in this (zero sum) assumption.

!
Unfortunately, despite the need for this understanding to design,

!- impl ement, and assess a strategic analysis safeguards system,
it is difficult or impossible to accurately and authoritatively
assess these adversary characteristics and motivations. Potential
adversaries span a tremendous range, f rom trivial to incredible.-

j None of the generally utilized assessments of adversary character-
'

istics and motivations proposes an unbounded adversary profile.
j Clearly, given any safeguards system one could postulate an

adversary with sufficient capabilities to br each the system,
and sufficient motivation and capabilities to utilize the material
so as to create great harm. What, then, is acceptable as a
. design basis saf eguards threat? Several studies have been performed.

;and used to attempt to answer this-question. (Most of those|

used and recognized by .NRC are listed in the bibliography of
the Appendix) . The methods used in these studies: help to illuminate
the difficulties inherent in projecting adversary characteristics
and motivations.

i
^

Ev en if-payoff functions.for a non-zero sum - model could
be ' developed, they would create certain additional technical

| -difficulties. 'Non-zero sum games can have multiple solutions-
which do not necessarily ' give the same payoff to the def ender.
Finding the solution or solutions for a non-zero sum game is
~much more difficult and finding all the possible solutions can -

g
be very difficult (expensive and time-consuming). And once.

multiple , solutions are identified there is no clear cut process
by which to select a single solution for implementation.

A more general point is that potential diverters may vary
in their motivations and obj ectives, and a variety of zero sum
and non-zero sum models might be required to model such diversity.

~ Strategic techniques described by Harsanyi (1967) may be useful
in this context, -but' the difficulty of applying game theoretic
techniques successfully would be expected to grow considerably.~

The gain in simplicity and solvability achieved by using a single
50
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zero sum model should be carefully weighed against the expected
loss in payoffs due to excessive conservatism.

In addition to the technical difticulties, implementation'

of a non-zero sum model would be considerably more expen siv e
because of'the need to develop a separate payoff function for
the diverter. In addition, the reduction in conservatism from
the zero sum model as well as the availability of multiple solutions
may make the model less acceptable to facility operators. This
loss in acceptability may be offset som ewhat by an increase
in acceptability produced by the r ela tiv ely higher payoff of
using a non-zero sum game and decreased risks to the public.

4.2 Organizational Options

As with the dev elopm ent of a strategic analysis model,
there are several options with respect to how strategic analysis
would be implemented and enforced by the NRC and f acility operators.
These options do not aff ect the technical f easibility of strategic
analysis, so in terms of the f ramework described in Section
3.0, they are evaluated only with respect to the organizational /
implementation criteria.

While we recognize that the effort called for in this contract
,

did not explicitly request consideration of how strategic analysis
'

could be implemented and enforced organizational 1y, the obj ective
of this study implicitly suggests this should be considered.
In.particular the f easibility of " applying strategic analysis
in a regulatory f ramework" and " assuring that strategic analysis
can be ef f ectiv ely enforced" cannot be assessed without this
type of consideration. Determining that strategic analysis
is technically f easible would be pointless unless the NRC has
some feasible instrument for implementing and enforcing it.

4.2.1 Impl em en t a tion. Various instruments that the NRC could
use to impl em ent strategic analysis were described in Section
2.0. Three deserve explicit consideration: regulations, license
conditions, and regulatory guides.

With respect to implementation costs for the NRC, regulations
~ ~

are clearly the most' costly, followed by license conditions,
wf th ~ regulatory guides being considerably less costly.. The
d ev elopm ent of regulations and the necessary public review and
comment would be a relatively costly and time consuming process
requiring s ev eral staff-years of effort. Recent experience
with the d ev elopment and promulgation of regulations at the
NRC indicates that such an effort would be spread over several
y ear s. This is in addition to any research time and suppcrt
required f or the dev elopment of the specific model(s). (We
have assumed here for the purpose of a compa ra tiv e evaluation*
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among the three options, that the research required would not
be aff ected by the instrument chosen for implementation.)

Use of license conditions would shitt NRC costs f rom developing
regulations to reviewing license applications and/or amendments.
Given the small number of Category I f acilities currently licensed
or expected to apply for licenses in the near future, the number
of such reviews would not be large (i.e. probably no more than

'

a half dozen) . Some guidance would have to be provided to facility
operators so that use of license conditions might also include
the development of a regulatory guide. Once the necessary research

i has been conducted, a regulatory guide could probably be developed
with less than one staff-year of NRC effort. R evi ew of all
immediate applications could probably also be accomplished with
less than a staff-year of effort.

NRC enforcehnent costs should not be significantly af tected
by the implementation instrument. Once the appropriate model

; is implemented, its costs for enforcement should be comparable,
; regardless of how it was impl em ent ed. The exception to this
! could be the use of only a regulatory guide if a licensee chose

to try to meet regulatory requirements using a procedure other
than that suggested in the Guide. This would then require the
NRC to have alternative enforcement procedures, thereby increasing

,

| enforcement costs. Experience with other regulatory guides
suggests, however, that this situation is very unlikely to occur.i

t

The ef f ects on NRC disruption are similar to costs. Dev elopment
of regulations produces the most disruption through the public
comment'_ process and the effort to negotiate some agreement among|

groups with diverse viewpoints. License conditions reduce the
disruption by making any negotiations primarily between the
NRC and facility operators. Regulatory guides are the least
disruptive, probably requiring some negotiations with ' facility
operators, but a lesser . degree.

;

! For the facility operators, impl em entation costs would
|. vary only slightly among the options. Regulations and license

conditions would be somewhat more expensive because of the formal
approval required and the accompanying paperwork needed. Costs
. involved in obtaining any needed data and specifying appropriate
parameter values would be similar for each option. d-

!

Similarly enforcement costs would vary little. Acceptability,
how ever, could be better with regulatory guides because th ey
allow the operator somewhat more f reedom. No particular diff erential
effects on'understandability are obvious.

4.2.2 Enf or c em ent. Enforcement options ref er primarily to how
enforcement efforts would be allocated between the NRC and f acility.
operators. One option in particular could be used to improve.

f acility operator acceptability--have the NRC make any random
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selections needed for a mixed strategy. This may help facility
operators to feel less capricious in their response actions
and may also make safeguards based on strategic analysis less
susceptible to inside adversaries. This option would also put
enforcement of safeguards under more NRC control.

Numerous other options for enforcement allocation could
also be considered. The primary eff ect, however, of any allocations
will be on NRC and facility operator enforcement costs. Specific
cost data are not presently available. From a broad, but reasonable,
perspective, the distribution of these costs may not very salient,
particularly in determining the f easibility of alternative enforce-
ment options, since most Category I facilities are operated
under contract to the U.S. Government with operating costs being
reimbursed. One practical implication is, how ev er, that funding
for such costs may be easier to obtain for the f acility operators

~

than for the NRC.

4.3 Strategic Analysis versus Current Practice

With the evaluation of the feasibility of strategic analysis
alternatives presented above, it is now possible to evaluate
the overall f easibility of using strategic analysis by comparing
it with current practice. It is important to note at the outset
of this comparison that strategic analysis and the approach
to material accounting based on classical statistical hypothesis
testing are not intrinsically competitive and in practice could
address different parts of the material accounting functions.
This potential complementarily has been previously emphasized
by the Peer Review Group (NUREG/CR-0950) . Thus, while for evaluation
purposes here we compare strategic analysis with current practice,
if strategic analysis were to be implemented it would probably
not displace statistical hypothesis testing, but instead would
be implemented in addition to statistical hypothesis testing.

The statistical hypothesis testing approach really has
nothing to say about.whether a diversion has occurred given
a particular ID. Rather, it primarily provides evidence regarding
whether the process is in control, i.e. whether the ID is within
the range of variation that is to be expected given errors in -

, ,

m ea s u ring inventory. Strategic analysis, on the other hand,
proceeds as if a diverter were present, and optimizes the defender's
actions against this presence.

Current practice grows out of the statistical hypothesis
testing approach. It has, howev er, gone beyond this classical
approach to incorporate practical considerations. In particular,
because the measured ID is assumed to be true ID plus some error,
it is necessary to estimate the error associated with determining
ID. This error can arise from many sources of which only measurement*

error is currently known with any reasonable degree of certainty.
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Thus, a classical hypothesis testing approach based on only.,

.

measurement error, which is an underestimate of total error,
'

is likely to produce too many false alarm (measured ID is above
threshold when true ID is zero).

Current NRC practice as spelled out in 10 CFR 70 and NRC
management action (Page,1974) attempts to alleviate this potential
false alarm problem by establishing limits on the limit of error
for inventory diff erences (LEID). The LEID is meant to define
a.95 percent confidence limit around ID measures and is consistent
in spirit with the statistical hypothesis testing approach,
implying that when ID=0, the probability that ID will exceed
LEID (f alse alarm) is .05, 10 CFR 70 defines limits on the
LEID ( L EID-limi t ) based on specified percentages of additions
to or removals from the material in process. The so-called
"Page letter" (Page, 1974) then specifies actions that facility
operators are to take based on comparing ID with LEID and LEID-
limit.

In order to compare the feasibility of strategic analysis
to this current practice, we specify some details of the strategic
analysis model. These details are based on the evaluation of
the f easibility of various strategic analysis options discussed
above. While certain comparisons are dependent upon the specific
model assumed, much of the f easibility is generic, though f easibility
limitations discussed above should be kept in mind. Specifically,
strategic analysis as we envision its operational form includes:

- only two players,

- capability to assume diverter is not always present
or f ree to act,

,

- multiple time periods,

- multiple f acilities,

- mixed' strategies,
,

- multiple thresholds,

- upper limit on the amount diverted,

- nonlinear payoff function based on realistic objectives
including social costs, and

,

'

- the zero sum assumption.

The following discussion assesses the f easibility of _ strategic
analysis with respect to the criteria presented in Section 3.0.

4.3.1 Formal Justification. Both statistical hypothesis testing'

and game theory are well-based theories. Current practice,
however, as noted above has been extended beyond standard hypothesis
testing to incorporate limits of LEID. Thus, some of its formal

*

justification has been reduced. Current practice is based on
maximizing the number of correct detections of loss for a fixed
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f alse alarm rate, with no explicit consideration given to the
: relative costs associated with f alse alarms, correct detections,

and undetected losses. Strategic analysis, however, takes explicit
account of these costs in determining appropriate actions.'

Thus, in this regard, strategic analysis is considered to have
a somewhat better justification although current practice does
have a theoretical basis.,

| 4.3.2 Plausibility of Assumptions. The primary assumption underlying
current practice is that measured ID is equal to the true ID
plus error and that the error is measured at least approximately
by th e L EID-limit. While the measurement error in the error,

| term is known reasonably well, other components of error are
n o t- and the LEID-limit is a rather arbitrary term. NRC has,

.

howev er, undertaken research to improve the determination of
the error term that can eventually be used to improve the assumptions
regarding error. In addition, the current practice does not

,

4

explicitly consider the presence of a diverter. While in most,

situations with an ID, this assumption may be reasonable, in;

any circumstance where a diverter is present, it may be very'

misleading and result in high potential costs.

Strategic analysis, as typically applied, would assume
that a diverter is always present, a very conservative assumption

: that may lead to excessive costs. This difficulty can be alleviated
! to some extent, by the specific options discussed above. With

the option to incorporate the probability of a diverter being;

- present, the strategic analysis model can include the most appro-
priate assumption regar. ding the presence of a diverter.

| The strategic analysis model a3so assumes that payoffs
can be measured at least to a reasonable degree explicitly by'

a multiple objective utility function. In addition, the zero+

sum assumption treats the diverter's payoffs as diametrically
opposed to the def ender's. As discussed above, this latterI

assumption, while clearly not realistic, probably is an adequate,

and f easible repr esentation. The former assumption, while reasonablei-

in theory based on multiattribute utility theory, has some practical
drawbacks as is discussed below for input availability. Thus,
with respect to plausibility of assumptions, strategic analysis-

again appears to be feasible and to be preferred to current
practice. -

,

.

4.3.3 Outout completeness. Current practice, while specifying
actions for various ID levels (Page,. 1974), does so on a rather
arbitrary basis. - Strategic analysis, how ev er, specifies actions4

- based on optimal considerations with respect to the costs of
diff erent actions and possible outcomes. Both approaches allow,

- for sensitivity analyses although because of the relative simplicity
'of current practice, sensitivity analyses are much easier than
for strategic analysis. Strategic analysis also, in theory,

,

* - could include some consideration of . the uncertainty with respect
to diverter obj ectives, although the zero sum assumption needed'

,
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!

to help ensure f easibility would inhibit such modeling. Current4

practice does not explicitly consider possible diverter objectives.
Neither approach as presently formulated, takes into account :

i other aspects of the safeguards system. On the basis of these
factors, strategic ana. lysis appears to be neither more nor less

,

f easible than current practice in terms of output completeness.'

4.3.4 Analytic Tractability. Current practice is obviously-

suf ficiently tractable to be used, having been in practice for
many years. A strategic analysis model, with the f eatures described
above is also analytically tractable, though requiring considerably

; more computation than current practice. Given the current state-
' of-the-art in solving games and the capabilities of existing

computing facilities, this additional computation should prove
a relatively negligible eff ect.

! 4.3.5 Inout Availability.- The primary inputs needed for current
practice are estimates of the measurement error in ids needed

'

to derive LEIDs and the throughput of facilities need for LEID-
limits. Both inputs are readily available. However, as noted

,

above, current practice would be much more soundly based if
it were based on including all sources of error, not just measurement

,

error, in LEIDs and not using L EID-limit s . Current research"

supported by the NRC is developing these needed error estimates.
,

! This error estimate (or more precisely, the distribution
of ID in'the absence of diversion) is also needed for strategic

3

analysis. The need for this input, thus, does not distinguish<

| ~

between strategic analysis and current practice, so strategic
analysis can also benefit from current research.

|
| For strategic analysis, the major technical obstacle to

| feasibility is the need for a payoff function. While the outputs-
of strategic analysis are more directly relevant to decision
making, they are, of course, only as good as the extent to which
the payoff function represents the actual values of the defender.
Given the complexity of these values for the defender (e.g. the
NRC representing the public), an explicit formulation of the
payoff -function is extremely difficult.

[ Among the NRC staff and outside experts such as the Peer _.
,

Review Group (NUREG/CR-0 950) , there is near-unanimous consensus
that the payoff function formulated in NURM-0290 and NURE/CR-
0490 is . not ' adequate. This viewpoint, how ev er , does not all
all imply that strategic analysis is'not feasible. Rather, ,

it.only suggests that this particular part of strategic-analysis
( is critical and should be given special consideration in assessing

f easibility.

The problem faced in developing an appropriate payoff function-
is how to measure the value of non-quantitative outcomes such*

.

as the reaction of society to a nuclear incident; and how to
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,

trade off-such values against quantitative measures such as
financial costs of searching for potentially missing SNM. The ,

d ev elopm ent of such a function will require judgmental inputs |,

f rom experts and f rom policy and decision makers. It will also '

,

.

. require a broad acceptance of these judgmental inputs. Techniques
have been developed to obtain such needed judgments in the context'~

of multiattribute utility theory and have been successfully
. applied - to develop f unctions measuring social values (Keen ey,

and Raiffa, 1976). Thus, we can say with considerable assurance
that experts and decision makers ran make the needed judgments.
Whether they will is another. question, and the acceptability

i of such judgments is far f rom assured, and can only be answered,

'through the actual process of obtaining concurrence. Progress
! along these lines would obviously be very valuable to NRC safeguards
'

approach.'
~ in general, not only to a strategic analysissystems analysis

F i

i The recent dev elopm ent of the " safety goal" by the NRC
is'the most analogous situation. A similar process of s ev eral .

,

[ workshops in conjunction with contractor and NRC staf t efforts
could be used to develop a proposed function. This functioni

could then be subj ected to public review and ultimately to Commission,

! ' approval.

In summary, we f eel that the development of an appropriate
i payoff. function is technically feasible through a process that
' -has some precedent--though a controversial one--within the NRC.

Such development would, how ev e r , entail considerable costs,
i. as is discussed below. Discussion regarding this and other

tradeoffs to determine the overall f easibility and desirability

|
.of strategic analysis is reserved for Section 5.0.

4.3.6 Implementation costs. Our discussion here does not distinguish
| between NRC and facility operators' costs, because the allocation
|

of these costs would be up to the NRC and the facility operators.
~

[ The costs of implementing strategic analysis within theLNRC
- . regulatory framework fall into two areas: research and operations.

The costs to licensees are for all practical purposes in the>

| operational area. In NRC's case, the greatest costs-appear
! to be in the r es earch area. The~ status of the existing model

L
is such that a significant lev el of activity is required to .:

, bring strategic analysis to a point where it could play an active
role in~MC&A regulatory programs. Estimating research costs
is dif ficult and particularly so when the program entails the
kind of basic rescarch needed for this application of strategic

,

analysis. ' The still. unanswered questions concerning the "best"
model, and the benefits of the approach suggest that considerable

,

additional inv estment would be r equir ed. New investments, as

; with any research program, will entail a risk that no truly.
useful approach will be found.

t i
-

.
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Operational costs for the NRC would begin with a decision
that = research has been successful and that the staff should
proceed with implementation. The extent of these costs depends
..on ; which regulatory function (see section 2.2) NRC selects.
If the full regulatory process is the choice, then costs begin
with dedication of saf eguards staff members to the development
of a new rule and supporting documentation. The cost of rule
development- is not easily estimated, but if recent efforts in
.the safeguards and security area are proper indicators, the
process will entail at least several person-years of professional
staff time. . The new saf eguards " Insider" rule has been in the
development process for seven years and the new MC&A rule has-
been-in dev elopm ent for five years. Each of these two rules
has involved the dedication of several NRC staff members and
significant support funding' for technical assistance contracts.
Rule development activities for strategic analysis can be expected
to be of comparable costs.

Should NRC decide on an approach less demanding then the
full regulatory program, the costs will be correspondingly less.
LIf the approach is at the level of publishing a NUREG for industry's
information, the costs would be minimal. If the Safeguards
staff undertakes an internal program supporting its oversight
responsibilities, the costs will be considerably less than the
full regulatory approach, but the assets required will still
be significant. As staff involvement increases, NRC operational
costs, including training in the application of strategic analysis,
increase.

From these discussions of NRC costs, it is clear that research
and operations are closely linked and dependent. The decision
as to which regulatory approach to pursue af f ects the level

.

'

of confirmatory research required to support that approach and
conversely the success of confirmatory research in large part
' determines the level of regulation that is appropriate and workable.
Thus it ~is an! interactive process' that should be re-evaluated
as new information becomes available, if the NRC makes an initial
decision to pursue a strategic analysis program.

Industry costs would be minor compared to NRC costs, particular-
ly if the ' strategic analysis approach selected does not increase .

,.. .

inventory or shutdown f r equency. Furthermore, within the small
industry - of interest to strategic ' analysis, the Category I fuel
cycle' f acilities, 'saf eguards and security costs are in most
cases borne by the Government.

Should strategic analysis for MC&A- take a : form consistent
with the existing game theory model, there would be little - in
the'way of increased staffing 'or data collection required of
licensees. 'Some training of existing MC&A staff would be required
so that licensees understand the model, but otherwise no requirement

*

for additional significant expenditures is evident.
~
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4.3.7 Enforcement Costs. Again we do not distinguish here speci-
fically between NRC and facility operator costs. Strategic
analysis-would have some effect on enforcement costs. Additional
costs would be incurred in order. to regularly update strategic
analysis models so as to ensure particularly that the payoff
function ' remains an appropriate representation of current costs
and values.

It is unclear at this time whether the use of strategic
analysis would lead to higher costs because of response actions
r equi r ed (e.g. more clean-out inv entories) . It is impossible
to tell how close current practice is to the optimal approach
that would be indicated by strategic analysis. Response costs
under ' current practice could be lower than they would be using
strategic analysis simply because we have been lucky, i.e. there
have been f ew, if any, diversions. If, however, strategic analysis
does lead -to higher response costs, we can be assured that these
costs are more than compensated for by increased safeguards
effectiveness, since all such costs are included in the payoft
function that is used to optimize responses.

4.3.8 Acceptability. Acceptability of new regulations in general
is a broad issue, involving the reaction within the NRC, the
licensee management and professional staff, industry as a whole,
and the public, including special interest and intervenor groups.
The . concerns .of al1~ these groups are important considerations
during the process of developing and implementing any regulations
or. regulatory approach. In the case of strategic analysis f or
MC&A, the challenge of acceptability may be greater than normal.
The innovative nature of the approach will present special problems
in an area where innovation and changes have been inf requent.
Analytic techniques and mathematical models have experienced
difficulty becoming a formal- part of NRC's- regulatory programs.
The reactor " safety goal" and probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) are mathematical concepts that only' recently are gaining

-acceptance. Even these concepts, which have been in development
for many years, gained prominence only in response to the difficult
questions concerning the NRC's saf ety obj ectives and-programs
that grew out of the accident at Three Mile Island. Furthermore,
these - techniques are still experiencing acceptability problems, -

,
' both inside and outside the NRC.

Strategic analysis can expect at least the same acceptability
problems ' as PRA and the safety goal, if it becomes a formal
regulatory instrument. .' Less formal implementation can be expected
:to mean f ewer acceptability problems, primarily because the
impact of the new approach on the NRC-and industry will not
be as great. Historically, the use of strategic analysis for
MCEA has been an internal . issue within the NRC, where the majority
of the safeguards staff has not been enthusiastic about its*

potential. Comments written during.the development ~ of the existing
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model generally recognize the theoretical superiority of strategic
analysis for the adversarial situation that underlies and is
the reason for MC&A saf eguards programs. However, the dif ficulties
that most have had with the formulation of the payoff function
and with the results that the existing model has produced have
led to a general skepticism within the NRC that the technique
can become a formal regulatory instrument. The acceptability
of the existing model has been hampered by the structure of
the payoff function, which many involved in saf eguards (as well
as game theory experts in the Peer Review Group) view as arbitrary.
Also the actions the model entails have been questioned as arbitrary
and counterintuitive. The functional r elationships established
by the payoff functions between the size of a thef t and such
parameters as the amount-searched-for and the various " costs,"
that are expressed in unusual units, have contributed to the
general hesitance to accept the approach. The def ender actions
required by the models, particularly the mixed strategy model,
represent a unique departure from standard regulatory methods.
Searching for " lost" material when there is no indication of
a loss, or when there is even an apparent " gain" of material,
and utilizing a random process to s elect a mandatory regulatory
action may be demonstrably the optimum theoretical approach.
To gain acceptability, however, will require a continuous involvement
of NRC and industry staff in the development of the appropriate
strategic analysis model so they can learn to appreciate the
value of particular components (e.g. mixed strategies) and that
all previous game theory results are not necessarily inher ent
to all strategic analysis models. If strategic analysis is
demonstrably better than the current practice, which it has
the potential to be, it can be expected to be accepted. If,
however, the uncertainty and controversy surrounding the previously
developed models cannot substantially be dispelled by a further
research program, then it is unlikely that the NRC staf t, industry,
or other interested groups will find strategic analysis acceptable.
Our belief is that additional research can dispell the uncertainty
and controversy.

4.3.9 Understandability. At times questions have been raised
regarding whether industry will be able to understand the approach.
However, there is no reason to believe that industry will experience
any problem understanding the approach if the NRC staf t understands _.

,

it. The tenets of game theory are relatively simple, although
,

the mathematics associated with optimization and the logic needed
to formulate appropriate payoff functions can be very involved.
Both the mathematics and the logic muct be rigorous and tractable
bef ore NRC can ever develop a regulatory program. Industry
and other groups will assure this. Therefore, the ability of
industry or any other knowledgable group to understand strategic
analysis is not an issue and should have no eff ect on f easibility
if strategic analysis is properly developed.

,

4
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
:

.

In this section we draw conclusions regarding the feasibility
of strategic . analysis and make recommendations regarding f urther

,

dev elo pment by the NRC. To help structure the co n cl u sion s ,

: we draw on the specific questions and issues raised by the NRC
; in its RFP for this work. Thus, the first subsection addresses<

four questions that were raised regarding the feasibility and,

cost of strategic analysis. Then the second subsection discusses*

four research activities that are relevant to the development;

of strategic analysis. The third subsection expands the discussion;

of ' f easibility to include some additional important issues that
were identified in the course of this work. Finally, the last,

: subsection draws together these conclusions and presents recom-
mendations with, respect to how the NRC should proceed.

,

I

-5.1 Cost and Feasibility of Imolementina Stratecic Analysis
,

our investigation of the f easibility of strategic analysis :

has attempted to take a very practical approach. This approach
should help to provide the NRC with the information it needs
to make decisions regarding the f uture of strategic analysis.

.

This investigation has been guided in part by the NRC-identified
'

need to determine th e cost and f easibility of resolving the
following four issues.

5.1.1 Can a Probabilistic Mixture of Stratecies, the Solution'

to a Gam e-Th eor etic Model . Be Made Acceptable as a condi tion
of Dav-to-Day Plant Operation? Based on our asse ssm ent, the
key points of which were discussed in Section 4.1.3, a probabilistic4

mixture of strategies is feasible provided NRC and plant personnel
are-actively involved or at least regularly informed in the'

developnent of the strategic analysis model. With caref ul explana-,

tion, the advantages of a mixed strategy are intuitive. Denying
the diverter inf ormation regarding the def en de r 's strategy,-

as is done with a mixed strategy, improves the payoff to the
defender. Making the explanation for mixed strategies intuitive
and. caref ully pointing out the economic as well as social cost*

i advantages (in terms of the payoff f unction) of mixed strategies .

p should make mixed strategies acceptable.
*

:

Acceptability may also be improved once the strategic analysis
model is developed, by a ca ref ul examination of the optimal*

,

strategy and the use of sensitivity analyses. No n-int ui tiv et

strategies in the probabilistic mixture can be thrown out with
: changes in payoffs computed for the remaining mixture. . If only
L. small changes in payoffs are obtained, it may be desirable to

' throw out some strategies in the model that is implemented in
order to improve its acceptability.-

,
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The increased costs associated with use of a mixed strategy
result from the need to be prepared for any one of the several
possible actions included in the mixed strategy. Complete response
plans would be needed for each action rather than a single plan
for a pure strategy. Thus, the developnent of response plans
for a mixed strategy could be several times as expensive as

'

for a pure strategy. With adequate plans, how ev er , the cost
of actually responding with a mixed strategy should be only
slightly higher than with a pure strategy with the added costs
coming f rom the need to maintain the capa bili ty for several
responses.

These additional costs should be offset by the improvement'

in the expected payoff to the defender achieved by using a mixed
strategy. If sensitivity analyses suggest that impr ovements
in payoff s are .not large, then a pure strategy could be used

- to reduce these costs.

5.1.2 Ca n the Present Formulation of the Pavof f Function ( NU REG-
0290 and NUREG/CR-0490) Be Modified In Composition and Behavior
To Be a suitable vehicle for Licensee Acolication? If an appropriate
payoff function is to be dev eloped, it sho uld be developed from
scratch rath er than by modifying the function in the previously
developed model. Both the Peer Review Group ( NOR EG/CR-0 95 0)
and our review of this payoff function have identified numerous
deficiencies. The theory and technology (multiattribute utility
theory) do exist, however, to develop the necessary payoff function.
The difficulty in applying this technology is the need for consider-
able judgmental inputs. These inputs, which must come f rom
policy and decision makers as well as from other experts, would
be rather co nt r ov er si al and subj ect to extensive scrutiny and
discussion. Thus, the people who would make these inputs can
be expected to be r el ucta nt to do so. Judgments such as how
many dollars is it worth to avoid potential terrorists obtaining
five kg. of SNM.are not ones with which anyone would f eel comfort-
able. Many methods can be employed by th e mo d el d ev elo per s

. to make the required j udgments as easy as possible, and many
l people can be involved in making the judgments to help diff use

the responsibility, but still the j udgments must be made.

} The NRC has some precedent for specifying the types of .

f- judgmental tradeoffs that would be required in the payoff function.,

The development of the safety goal included developnent of tradeoffs,I

for example, between dollars and radiation exposure. A similar
process could be used to develop the payoff f unction, but would
be very expensive and time consuming, requiring several person-
years of NRC staff and contractor effort, and several years

j to develop.

Al ter na tiv ely , the payoff function could be developed as
a research effort by some combination of NRC staff and contractor*

i

effort with little outside participation except some consultation
;
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with f acil ity operators regarding costs. This would r esul t
in a payoff f unction, probably as appropriate as one dev elope d
through the more public process, but more difficult to defend
and open to extensive criticism without the broader consensus
of support. Such dev el opm ent would require approximately one
to two person-years of eff ort. While the payoff f unction developed
in such a research proj ect might not provide the f unction to
ultimately be used in strategic analysis because of the problems
just mentioned, it would provide a very reasonable starting
point and would also provide support for other safeguards problems
including those discussed below in Section 5.2.

5 .1. 3 Can Game Theorv Yield a Fully Operational Model That Is
Both Valid Enouah To Be Usef ul and Simple Enouah to be solved?
While predicting the success of a research and development effort'

always involves some uncertainty, the answer to this question
appears to be a solid "ye s. " The extension of the two-person

' zero sum game to include multiple time periods and multiple
facilities increases the validity of the model, yet should still
lead to a solvable model, as should the inclusion of multiple
thresholds and responses. Again, the primary validity issue
is the payoff function. Assuming a suitable payoff f unction
is developed, which the previous subsection indicates is feasible,
then the resolution of this question is certainly feasible.

In addition to the cost for developing the payoff f unction,
the costs for resolving this question would entail research
efforts to develop the model with features as outlined above.
As with most research ef forts, the costs could vary over a wide
range depending upon the depth and breadth of research undertaken.
The effort here could range f rom one person-year to several.

5.1.4 Will a Game-Theoretic Model Be More cost 1v To Use Than
a classical Statistical Model? A preliminary assessment of
the relative costs of the two approaches was discussed in Section
4.3.7. The two areas identified'there in which costs could
be higher for strategic analysis were th e need to regularly
update parameters in the payoff function and the costs of response
actions. The f ormer type of costs could be estimated f airly
accurately as part of the research to develop the payoff function.
This effort, with very little additional cost, could identify -

~

which parameters would need regular updating, how the updating~

would be done, and what it would cost.

Since the response costs should be included in the pay of f
function, any increased response costs should be more than offset
by improvements in other obj e ctive s represented in the pay of f
f unction. Once the strategic analysis model is developed, however,
simula tion could be used to determine differences in costs.
A sample of ty pical ID's could be run through the strategic
analy sis model. Based on the indicated responses, the cost*

of responding could be estimated using information from the
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1. pay of f function. These costs could then be compared to those,

j that would be incurred if responses were based on a classical
. sta tistical model, or some variation of it such as current NRC
! practice. Most of the information necessary to estimate these

costs would also be readily available because of its use in4

t the strategic analysis pay of f function. The cost for such a
L simulation would not be large, once the strategic analysis model
: is developed, certainly well-less than a person-year of effort.
|-

5.2 Val ue . Co st , and Likelihood of Success of Research Activities
,

In addition to directly addressing the fiasibility of strategic
analysis, the NRC is also interested in several related researchi-

! areas. These research areas while not absolutely ne ce ssa ry
.

for the development of strategic analysis could lead to results
t - that would enhafice its use. For each of the f ollowing research
; activities, we assess its value, cost, and likelihood of success.
1

! 5.2.1 Investication of ootimal Tradeoff Between Tvoe I and Tvoe
II Errors. In setting alarm th r esholds, consideration should

[i
be given to two types of errors. False alarms, in which the
alarm is sounded (i.e. ID exceeds th re sh old) when the true ID

{ is zero are called Type I errors; and misses, in which the alarm
i ;is not sounded .even though the true ID is not zero are called

Ty pe II errors. Different costs are associated with these two
i- types - of errors and should be appropriately balanced to set
4 a threshold that determines the relative likelihood of the two

types of errors. Clearly as the threshold goes up, the likelihood

|
of f alse alarms-decreases while the likelihood of misses i~ncreases.

,

Classical statistical hypothesis tedting sets the threshold ;
.,

'

so that the probability of a f alse alarm is fixed (e. g. , 05).
Strategic analysis, on the other hand, finds an optimal threshold
so that the maximum pay of f is received based on the cocts of:

; the various errors. Thus, if the payoff function in s tr a t.e gi c
analysis is appropriate, it specifies ,the optimal tradeoffs

! between the two types _ of errors. Avenhaus - and Fricke (Avenhaus <

~

and ' Fricke, 1977; Fricke, 197 8) have developed _ game ' theory models >
>

in the international nuclear safeguards context with solutions
that minimize the miss rate for a fixed false alarm rate. This _.

p variation on game theory partitions the problem into the analytics-

L of solving the game and the cost / benefit type considerations
i that are appropriate to set the desired f alse ala rm rate. This

neat partitioning can be som ewhat - misl eading, howev er, because-

; the miss rate must be known in order to -set the ' optimal faise
alarm rate, and it cannot be known until the game is solved.

| Thus, determining the optimal f alse alarm rate would be an iterative
; process. The cited models lack the relative valuations of Type
! I and Type II errors needed to drive such a process.
|- .

!
L
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The value of finding an optimal tradeoff between Type I
'and Type II errors lies in improving the expected payof f to
the def ender in a strategic analysis model, or to the NRC and/or,

facility operator under current practice. Thus, the value of
j- any such research would not depend upon the implementation of
j strategic analysis. The classical statistical hypothesis testing

a ppr oa ch could be modified into a statistical decision theory2

approach with the Type I/ Type II error tradeoffs specified.
: For strategic analysis, however, the developnent of this tradeoff
j would be an integral part of the model develognent.

1 Thus, research on this tradeoff for strategic analysis
! would not add any cost to the development effort. As an independent

| research effort not tied to the development of strategic analysis,
this research would be comparable to that needed to dev elopi

,

; the payoff function for strategic analysis as discussed in section
: 5 .1.2, costing approximately one to two person-years of effort.
! The discussion in that section regarding the likelihood that

such a function could be developed also applies to the likelihood,

of success of this research. Our belief is that it can be done,'

|. but it would require some willingness on the part of the NRC
[ to make required j udgments.
!

5.2.2 Development of Measures of Eff ectiveness f or Establishment'

of Alarm Thresholds. Again this research activity is very closely
; tied to the development of the payoff f unction for strategic

analysis, though it too could be un der ta ken in de pen de n tly.,

| The components of the payoff function would specify appropriate
j measures of safeguards eff ectivene s s. As we noted in Section
i 4.1.5, ' the first step in the development of the payoff function
|- is the specification of o bj e ct ive s , and in particular which
i saf eguards obj ectives are to be achieved at least in part through
i- the setting of alarm thresholds and resulting actions. The

payoff function is then the translation of these objectives
,

into specific measures. Ther ef or e, the value . of such research
'

is that-it would provide better measures of the results of safeguards
action, and thus allow the actions to be defined in a more nearly
optimal manner.

This research activity, if undertaken as part of the development
| of strategic _ analysis, would not add any. cost. If undertaken .

P independently, it would have approximately the same cost as-
*

the development of the payoff f unction of _ the Type I/ Type II
,

. tradeoff research activity, approximately one to two person-
years, with the same ' likelihood of success. Because the basic

; research required for th is research area is mostly the same
'

as that for the Type I/ Type II tradeoff'research, both areas
could be addressed simultaneously with very little additional
cost.

.
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5.2.3 Eval ua tion of the Workability of Solutions for Sel ection
of Alarm Thresholds at- Reprocessino Facilities and Other Breeder
Reactor Cycle Facilities. Our assessment of this research activity
determined no reason why strategic analysis would not be as
workable for these types of facilities as well as for the current
Category -I facilities. The primary modification that would
be required to implement strategic analysis for a reprocessing
or other breeder reactor cycle f acility is in the payoff function.
This modification would supply appropriate parametric values
(e.g. clean-out inventory costs) to represent the specific f acility.

The potential value of using strategic analysis to improve
the setting of alarm thresholds at such f acilities is probably
greater than for existing f acilities, because of the higher
potential damage of diversions f rom such f acilities. This value
could be estimated once an appropriate payoff function was develop-
ed. Thus, th e v al ue of. the research, consisting primarily of
specifying parameters in the payoff function, would be to determine
whether the improvements in safeguards produced by using strategic
analysis have value to so cie ty. This issue is discussed more
generally in the following subsection.

'

The cost of the research needed to modify the payoff function
for a reprocessing or other breeder reactor cy cl e f acility,
would - be less than for the initial dev elo pme nt of the payoff
f un cti on--som ew hat less than a person-year of ef f or t. If the
more general payoff f unction can be dev eloped, there is little
chance that these needed modifications could not be successf ully
made. .

5.2.4 Ev al ua tion of the Costs and Benefits From Imol ementa tion
_ of strateaic Analy. gig. This research activity is also strongly-

dependent upon the development of an appropriate payoff function.
If such a payoff f unction was an adequate representation of-

; safeguards obj ectives and costs, once it was developed it could
be used to determine ' the . expected payoff of using strategic,

analysis and also of current practice or other possible approaches.:

Dividing payoffs into the various components of the payoff function
i will al so help determine who pays the costs and receives the
; benefits, e.g. the NRC, licensees, or the public more generally.
4

I; _

any other safeguards approa ch) _ is dependent'upon the rate at
Ultimately, how ev er , the value of strategic analysis (or

"
.

|

! which diversions would " naturally" (i.e. independent of deterrence
i- ' effects) be attempted. For e x ampl e, if we knew there would
i never be any diversion attempts then strategic analysis could
L not possibly ' have any value. (If there were no attempts, but
! we'did not know, strategic analysis could have value in assuring
| against threats and hoaxes.) One of the components that we
j suggested is -f easible and desirable for a strategic analysis

model is ~ the capacity to allow for the possibility that a diverter| .

| is or is not present. With such a model, sensitivity analyses

I
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could be run to compare expected payoffs for strategic analysis
and current practice with varying div er ter presence. If such
analyses showed, as presumably they would, that the diff erence
between the payoffs of the two approaches was highly dependent
upon the extent of diverter presence, then more caref ul consideration
sould have to be given to how likely the presence of a diver ter
is in reality.

Such a question is not an easy one to resolve. Precise
estimates of the probability of a diverter being present cannot
be obtained. Rather, a determination will have to be made regarding
what likelihood of presence should be protected against and
then the relative costs and benefits for the two (or other)
approaches could be determined.

This research activity, in contrast to the previous three,
cannot be undertaken until a full strategic analysis model is
av ailabl e, since the model must be applied to determine what
costs and payoffs are expected. The value of this research would
be in its resolution of whether strategic analysis should be
implemented; and if it were implemented, to demonstrate why
it is better and to enhance its acceptability.

Including the dev elopnent of the full strategic a n aly si.s
model, this research would probably require two to three person- -

years of effort. Much of this would be in model d ev elo pme nt
with much less effort devoted to a comparison of the expected
costs and benefits of strategic analysis.

All of the caveats discussed previously regarding the feas-
ibility of strhtegic analysis of course apply to the likelihood
that this research activity would be successf ul. If an appropriate
strategic analysis model is developed, the subsequent determination
of its relative costs and benefits will most likely be achievable.

5.3 The Role of Strategic Analysis in Saf ecuards

In Section 3.0 we presented a f r am ew or k for evaluating
the f easibility of strategic analysis which included several

'

crite ria. While these criteria do determine whether strategic
; analysis can be implemented (is f easible) , they do not determine -

.

whether it should be implemented (is desirable) . This desirability
'

of implementing strategic analysis cannot be determined without
careful examination of the role of strategic analysis, in its
suggested use, in the overall saf eguards program. As presently
conceived, strategic analysis is viewed as being potentially
applicable to setting alarm thresholds for ID's. While strategic
analysis may be formally appropriate for this function, if for;

practical reasons the primary obj ective of this function is
assurance, then implementing strategic analysis may not be desirable,,

since ultimately it may have little, if any, eff ect on diversion.
, .
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The attractiveness of strategic analysis is that it addresses
the underlying adversarial nature of the safeguards and security
pr ogr ams. Safeguards and se curity planning by definition is+

an adversarial f unction, wherein two parties plan so as to " defeat"
each other. Strategic analysis in the form of game theory grew-

i out .of a desire to optimize decisions in such an adversarial
. situation. The NRC's current MC&A practices do not explicitly
j' incorporate the optimization of adversarial payoffs in the formal

sense that game theory does.

! Since strategic analysis does include optimization in an
{ adversarial situation, theoretically it off ers an attractive

approach for most saf eguards 'and security decision making situa-e

| tions. Ther ef or e, the answer to the question of whether the
i technique can be applied to areas other than evaluation of inventory

i diff erences is , theoretically "ye s. " How ever, this af fi rma tiv e

! answer must be conditioned by the important caveat that successf ul
! application in any area may be no less difficult than it is

for inventory difference analysis. Successful application in
other areas of MC&A or in phy sical security may be feasible,
but significant research and developnent efforts are a prerequisite,

| . to any defini tiv e j udgment s--j ust as they are for inventory
~

diff erences analysis.

|_ Perhaps the most reliably promising applications of strategic
~

analysis are those that address relatively narrow issues that
; can be isolated f rom the larger picture. Inventory difference

analysis and regulatory actions presented a particularly difficult
i area for the initial application of a relatively novel technical
; approach, an area in which its reception has been severely hampered

| by the dif ficulty of justifying the optimality of the results.
j The . broad implications of the regulatory actions that result
: - f rom _ optimization of the total spectrum of ' def ender's obj ectives,
i i.e., the payoff function, have been attacked not only because
' of the way those obj ectives . are f ormulated, but beca use they
!~ do not account for safeguard and security measures other. than

material accounting. The approach has been very ambitious.
t

[ Examples of less ambitious, but practical and intuitively
appealing applications of strategic analysis are limited actions'

;. such as the ran domiza tion of the patterns of security f orce s
F pa tr ols, the f requency of audit, and the f requency of personnel*

I and vehicle searches at portals. The def ender. can obviously
: benefit f rom randomization in these areas by i n c r e a a i n g the
L level of uncertainty in the adversary planning. Randomization
| in such limited areas can be optimized by well established strategic
; analysis techniques. Thus, narrow applications of strategic
j. analysis to relatively simple and well-defined situations will

with all likelihood be successf ul. Broad applications to problems --

j' ' w ith significant regulatory implications have greater risks'

: (effort and uncertainty) associated with their success, 'but-

|. of ccurse offer higher payoffs f rom success. There is a whole

!
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spectrum of applications between these two extremes with success
potential proportional to th eir position within the spectrum.
This spectrum is dimensioned both by the complexity of the decision
to be made and the position and responsibilities of the decision
maker.

5.4 Recommendations

On the basis of this study, we cannot recommend that the
NRC proceed with f ull-scale implementation of strategic analysis.
It clearly, how ev er, has sufficient potential to warrant further
d ev elo pmen t. Since the ne cessa ry research (in particular to
develop a suitable payof f function) can be undertaken without
large costs, we con clu de that such research is indeed worth
pursuing.

As we have noted above, development of an appropriate payoff
f unction is the critical element of strategic analysis. A r ela tiv ely
low level research effort (i.e. on the order of one to two person-
years) could attempt to develop the payoff function. If this
effort w er e successful, the dev elopment of strategic analysis
in clu din g a com pr ehen s iv e, public process for r eviewing and
modifying the pay of f function could proceed. If it were not,
strategic analysis, at least in this application, could be dropped.
With r el ativ ely little additional effort, this research could
also include the resear.ch activities discussed in Sections 5.2.1,
5.2.2, and 5.2.3. Such an investment in research by the NRC
would appear to have a relatively high payoff. Even if strategic
analysis were not to be further dev eloped, the results of this.
research with respect to finding optimal solutions to tradeoffs
between Type I and Type II errors and suitable measures of effective-
ness based on safeguards objectives would be of value for current
safeguards practice.

We also suggest that consideration be given to other uses-

of strategic analysis in the safeguards and security program.
Alth ough an examination of where use might be made is beyond
the scope of this effort, such applications appear to be appropriate,
valuable, and less costly and controversial than use in the
present context. .
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